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SUCCESSEARLY DAYS

RIOT DAYS THE FUTURE

Peak UK Staff. Enjoying Roland Hero Success and River Cleaning 2019. 

At Peak UK we pride ourselves on being world class innovators. All our products are designed and tested by us in-house, and reflect our own paddling 
interests. We use only the finest quality materials sourced from all over the globe. Our products are manufactured using the latest, highest quality 
techniques and machines available. Our test team and staff are the finest. Many World, Olympic and National Champions in all disciplines choose 
to use our products. 

We are proud to be the official partners of British Canoeing, Glenmore Lodge and Plas Y Brenin - The National Outdoor Centres. 

Recently we launched the ‘Paddle Peak’ project, its aim is to promote and develop responsible paddlesport in the Derwent Valley, our home. It is 
important to us that we do all we can to make paddlesport accessible for all youngsters, not only in our local area, but across the UK as well. Our lives 
have been shaped around paddling and we are certainly grateful for it, others need to have the same opportunity.  Find out more: paddlepeak.org

We are only a small company - 9 people in total makes Peak UK what it is - and we like to think that as a small, passionate team our attention 
to detail shines through in the products we make and the service we offer. We are incredibly proud of our 2021 Collection, we hope you like it as 
much as we do. 

Early years of living and breathing the competition aspect of kayaking, 
brought huge success for Peak Performance, as it was known then. 
Almost every slalom racer on the start line wore Peak UK gear, 
something that would be repeated in 2017 after the successful launch 
of the Racer ST.   

As our personal paddling branched out into new areas, this naturally 
developed the catalogue on offer. Now that we are parents, designing 
and manufacturing proper kit for our kids is our new passion, as well 
as campaigning for improved access to our waterways in the UK. 

Pete borrowed some cash from his father, purchased a sewing 
machine, some fabric and foam, then learned how to make garments, 
for the first few years making almost all of them himself, buying new 
machines and learning how to operate them as he went along. Now 30 
years on, Peak UK is arguably the world’s leading brand of kayaking 
wear.

Enjoying the boat design revolution in the late 90’s through to the 
early 2000’s, Peak UK focussed  its attention on whitewater paddling, 
and  were influential in the development of the sport of Freestyle that 
we know and love today. The Riot days were some of the best.

The Peak UK Kayaking Company is located in the heart of the Derbyshire Dales, near to the River Derwent at Darley Bridge. Our home, the Derwent 
Valley, is a World Heritage Site as The Industrial Textile Revolution began here more than 200 years ago. We are proud to have brought back a new 
Textile Revolution to the area.  

PEAK UK STORY ABOUT US
Peak UK was formed back in 1990 when its founder Pete Astles was an up and coming kayak slalom racer, funding his sport by working in a local 
kayak store. He fell ill and could not train for a few months, so became bored. As the products in the store were badly designed and sized poorly he 
decided to try making some garments of his own. With help from a sewing machinist friend they soon made a prototype jacket and PFD. His fellow 
slalom racers all wanted these jackets and PFDs, that’s how it all began... 
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RACER PRO

COMPETITION 

PFDS | PERSONAL FLOTATION DEVICES 

MARATHON RACER TOURLITE ZIP

KIDZ

»

CENTRE VEST CENTRE ZIP CENTRE PRO CENTRE PRO COLLAR RESCUE WRAP

CENTRE / PROFESSIONAL

KIDZ ZIP

RIVER VEST

WHITEWATER

TOURING / SEA

RIVER GUIDE VEST RIVER WRAP

EXPLORER ZIP OCEAN WRAP

»

»

»

»

LADIES SIZES

Kerry Oldfield. River Derwent. UK. Image: Pete Asltes
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Secure waist / crotch strapsLarge rear grab handleSafety whistle close at hand 

KIDZ ZIP
A fully ISO 100 approved lifejacket designed to be as safe, easy to 
fit & as much fun as possible. Two fun designs and loads of helpful 
features make the Kidz Zip the new gold standard in flotation devices 
for children. Highly specified materials, components and construction 
methods. 

 ·ISO 100 Approved kids life jacket with buoyant collar
 ·Ultimate enjoyment cut
 ·40-50N of Gaia environmentally friendly soft flotation foam
 ·Tough ripstop 600d polyester / nylon shell
 ·Super secure crotch, waist and side straps
 ·Opening zip front
 ·Whistle and easy rear grab handle
 ·Fun animal designs with Solas reflective eyes / patches
 ·Sproglet (18 mths - 3 yrs). Sprog (3 - 8 yrs) 

SPROGLET. SPROG | LIME CROC. ORANGE DINO 21KZ

 ·ISO 12402-5 approved and ICF registered
 ·Ultra low profile Olympic cut
 ·45-60N of Gaia environmentally friendly soft flotation foam
 ·Ripstop nylon shell
 ·Figure hugging shoulder adjusters
 ·Integrated side straps
 ·SUP Leash ready

RACER PRO
Low profile, high performance race PFD giving superb comfort and 
minimum restriction. Not only great for competition paddlers, but also 
perfect for SUP, touring or fitness paddling.  The Racer Pro has been 
worn by multiple Olympic, World and European Champions. 

XS. SM. LXL. XXL | BLACK / LIME. BLUE / LIME 21RP

Kayaking Crocodiles! UK. Image: Pete Astles
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 ·ISO 12402-5 approved
 ·Olympic cut
 ·55-75N of Gaia environmentally friendly soft flotation foam
 ·Tough 600d polyester / nylon shell
 ·Shoulder, waist and side straps
 ·Opening zip front
 ·Colour coded shoulder straps for easy size recognition
 ·Reflective front stripes 
 ·Colour guide: XS. SM. LXL. XXL

 ·ISO 12402-5 approved & meets ISO rafting regulations
 ·Performance cut
 ·75-110N of Gaia environmentally friendly soft flotation foam
 ·Tough ripstop 600d polyester / ripstop nylon shell
 ·Reinforced, super strong 40mm shoulder and side straps
 ·Padded shoulder covers
 ·Easy entry / exit opening side buckles
 ·Colour coded shoulder webbing for easy size recognition
 ·Reflective stripes
 ·Leg loop strap option
 ·Colour guide: XS. SM. LXL. XXL

 ·ISO 12402-5 approved
 ·Performance cut
 ·60-90N of Gaia environmentally friendly soft flotation foam
 ·Tough ripstop 600d polyester/ ripstop nylon shell
 ·Reinforced, super strong 40mm shoulder and side straps
 ·Padded shoulder covers
 ·Colour coded shoulder webbing for easy size recognition
 ·Reflective stripes 
 ·Colour guide: XS. SM. LXL. XXL

21CP 21CPC

CENTRE PRO CENTRE PRO COLLAR
Incredibly tough, high flotation PFD suitable for heavy group use and 
demanding environments. Pullover style with colour coded webbing 
allows easy size recognition. Reinforced shoulder and side straps give 
total reliability and a superb fit.

Super tough, high flotation PFD with buoyant collar. Perfect for rafting 
and whitewater group use. Side opening and colour coded webbing 
give easy entry and size selection. Optional leg loops (sold separately) 
for a super secure fit.

XS. SM. LXL. XXL | RED / BLACK XS. SM. LXL. XXL | RED / BLACK

 ·ISO 12402-5 approved
 ·Olympic cut
 ·55-75N of Gaia environmentally friendly soft flotation foam
 ·Tough 600d polyester / nylon shell
 ·Shoulder, waist and side straps
 ·Colour coded shoulder straps for easy size recognition
 ·Reflective front stripes 
 ·Colour guide: XS. SM. LXL. XXL

21CV

CENTRE VEST CENTRE ZIP
Pullover PFD featuring colour coded shoulder straps, simple adjust-
ments and bombproof materials. The choice of centres, schools and 
providers all over the world.

Front opening group use PFD with colour coded shoulder straps, quick 
adjustments and a well deserved reputation for durability. As used by 
top centres, providers and schools all over the world.

XS. SM. LXL. XXL | RED / BLACK XS. SM. LXL. XXL | RED / BLACK 21CZ

Alicia Crowder. Cromford Canal. UK. Image: Pete Astles
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 ·ISO 12402-5/6 approved
 ·Professional cut with smooth lined styling
 ·Unique, patented, front-opening, Wrapid Fit PFD
 ·90-110N of Gaia environmentally friendly soft flotation foam
 ·Tough 500d Cordura / 200d ripstop nylon shell
 ·Super-strong, single handed opening, side release buckles
 ·Adjustable shoulder straps with padded covers
 ·Solas reflective panels, gear clip and elastic loop for glow stick attachment
 ·40mm side straps and 25mm waist strap
 ·Back Velcro loop identification / role attachment panel
 ·Front and back lash tabs
 ·Front and back Solas reflective panels
 ·Cavernous front pocket with safety equipment and radio compartments
 ·Knife and glove pockets
 ·All pockets have metal zip sliders, gear clips and sewn drainage holes
 ·Integrated shoulder, waist and adjustable length harness system
 ·316 stainless steel ring
 ·Removable / adjustable leg straps
 ·Split D rings for cowstail attachment
 ·Shoulder whistle clip

LEG LOOP FITTING

The Rescue Wrap features our unique, adjustable rescue harness belt. Thread the belt through both slots on the steel plate and secure in the cam 
buckle, leaving only a short tail exposed. All remaining slack in the harness is then gathered using the tri-glide adjuster on the opposite side of the 
belt. ISO 12402-6 approved. The cleanest, neatness and most versatile chest harness available. 

Available through our European distributor, WRS International

FULLY ADJUSTABLE HARNESS

RESCUE WRAP
The Rescue Wrap is the next step in safety & rescue PFDs. The innova-
tive Wrapid Fit system allows easy entry whilst enabling huge, vest-
style front pockets and has all the features needed for water response 
teams. 

SM. LXL. XXL | RED / LIME 21RESW

Rear ID Panel: Velcro loop 
panel for team ID badges

Lash Tabs: Front and rear 
positioned sewn tab for light 

beacon attachment

 Glowsticks can be shoulder 
mounted with plastic gear 

clip and elastic loop

George Fell. River Glenmore Lodge. UK. Image: Paul Ramsdale

For an even more secure fit, fully adjustable leg loops can be attached to the Rescue Wrap. Thread the supplied 25mm webbing strap evenly through 
the rear 30mm square ring. Next, thread both ends of the webbing strap through the 25mm tri-glide adjuster and position just below the square ring. 
Finally, thread one end of the webbing strap through each of the side release buckles, attach and tighten to the desired fit. 
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 ·ISO 12402-5/6 approved
 ·Olympic cut with clean lined styling
 ·55-70N of Gaia environmentally friendly soft flotation foam
 ·Tough ripstop 600d polyester / ripstop nylon shell
 ·Neoprene sides with snag free concealed side adjustment
 ·Figure hugging shoulder adjusters with padded covers
 ·Cavernous front pocket with phone, camera & safety gear compartments
 ·Specific, easy access sling pocket
 ·Vertical & horizontal knife pockets with gear clips
 ·All pockets have metal zip sliders and sewn drainage holes
 ·Integrated shoulder, waist and adjustable length harness system
 ·Split D rings for cowstail attachment

 ·ISO 12402-5 approved
 ·Olympic cut with clean lined styling
 ·55-70N of Gaia environmentally friendly soft flotation foam
 ·Tough ripstop 600d polyester / ripstop nylon shell
 ·Figure hugging shoulder adjusters
 ·Neoprene sides with integrated side straps
 ·Cavernous front pocket, knife pocket and twin karabiner pockets

 with gear clips, metal zip sliders and sewn drainage holes

RIVER GUIDE
The benchmark of whitewater PFDs, which features our unique, adjust-
able chest harness; the cleanest chest harness on the market. Cavern-
ous front pocket, accessed side on, along with specific easy-access, ver-
tical knife and sling pocket, makes PFD organisation a dream. Ladies 
sizes feature stepped chest foam. 

L10/12. L14/16. SM. LXL. XXL | BLUE / RED. RED / LIME 21RGV

RIVER VEST
Tough and versatile, the River Vest features a huge central pocket with 
separate pockets for karabiners and river knife. Easy-adjust sides al-
low a close fit and the Olympic cut gives a low profile, high perform-
ing flotation device suitable for most paddling. Ladies sizes feature 
stepped chest foam, for increased comfort.

L10/12. L14/16. SM. LXL. XXL | ORANGE / BLUE. BLACK / LIME 21RV

Paul Ramsdale. River Derwent. UK. Image: Pete Astles
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WRAPID FIT
Our ground breaking, revolutionary Wrap PFDs create vest style PFDs with front opening access, thus combining vest size pocket space with zip style 
fitting convenience. What’s more, due to the unique, innovative, dual-layered wrap around entry foam system, we have been able to create the 
perfect chest foam layout for ladies. The Wrap is the ultimate ladies specific PFD.

The Wrapid Fit entry system is a revolutionary redesign of PFD fitting and use. Our Wrap PFDs have two front panels, each connected to the rear PFD 
panel with a shoulder strap, side panel, side straps and waist strap. The user wraps the outer front panel over the inner, secures the wrap connection 
with a heavy duty YKK zip (River and Ocean only), either two or three super strong side buckles, a fully adjustable chest harness (River & Rescue 
only), a shoulder whistle clip and a side release waist buckle. 

Fitting adjustment with the shoulder and side straps, along with a waist strap, provides the perfect fit.

 ·ISO 12402-5/6 approved
 ·Olympic cut with clean lined styling
 ·Unique, patented front opening Wrapid Fit style PFD
 ·55-80N of Gaia environmentally friendly soft flotation foam
 ·Tough ripstop 600d polyester / ripstop nylon shell
 ·Figure hugging shoulder adjusters with padded covers
 ·Neoprene sides with snag free concealed side adjustment
 ·Cavernous front pocket with phone, sling and camera compartments
 ·Knife and twin karabiner pockets with gear clips
 ·All pockets have metal zip sliders and sewn drainage holes
 ·Integrated shoulder, waist and adjustable length harness system
 ·Split D rings for cowstail attachment
 ·Shoulder whistle clip
 ·SUP Leash ready

RIVER WRAP
The next level of PFD for whitewater kayakers: a front entry system, 
with the storage, safety and comfort of a vest. Winner of Product of the 
Year at Paddle Expo, the River Wrap’s unique construction allows for 
the women’s sizes to feature an innovative chest foam layout, giving 
unparalleled comfort and fit.

L10/12. L14/16. LXL. XXL | ORANGE / BLUE 21RW

Pete Astles. Kortnica. Slovenia. Image: Paul Ramsdale
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 ·ISO 12402-5 approved
 ·Olympic cut with zip opening front and clean lined styling
 ·60-80N of Gaia environmentally friendly soft flotation foam
 ·Tough 600d ripstop polyester / nylon shell
 ·Figure hugging shoulder adjusters
 ·Neoprene sides with integrated side straps
 ·Dual cavernous front pockets with plastic zip sliders, gear clips and sewn drainage holes
 ·Reflective front stripes
 ·Whistle clip
 ·SUP Leash ready

 ·ISO 12402-5 approved
 ·Ultra low profile Olympic cut
 ·55-65N of Gaia environmentally friendly soft foam
 ·Tough 600d ripstop polyester / nylon shell
 ·Figure hugging shoulder adjusters
 ·Integrated side straps
 ·Cavernous front pocket with internal gear clips, external webbing 

 loops for removable hose clips and sewn drainage holes
 ·Large back pocket for optional H2O drinks bladder
 ·Removable front pocket snax bag for speedy on-the-go nutritional replenishment
 ·SUP Leash ready

TOURLITE ZIP
The Tourlite Zip is the ideal PFD for individuals looking for a simple, 
high quality touring buoyancy aid. Two large chest pockets give ample 
storage and the easy waist and side adjustments make the Tourlite Zip 
a pleasure to fit and wear. Also great for high end group use.

SM. LXL. XXL | LIME / BLUE 21TZ

MARATHON RACER
Designed for paddlers looking for a low profile, high performance fit 
but with plenty of storage and hydration options including a rear h2o 
bladder pocket and a front pocket large enough to fit a drinks bottle 
with stiff straw. The Marathon Racer has proven hugely popular with 
distance paddlers, explorers, and stand up paddle boarders. 

SM. LXL. XXL | BLUE/ORANGE. BLACK / LIME 21MRV

Snakey. UK. Image: Pete Astles
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 ·ISO 12402-5/6 approved
 ·Olympic cut with Wrapid Fit opening and clean lined styling
 ·60-80N of Gaia environmentally friendly soft flotation foam
 ·Unique, patented front opening Wrapid Fit style PFD
 ·Tough ripstop 600d polyester / ripstop nylon shell
 ·Figure hugging shoulder adjusters with padded covers
 ·Neoprene sides with integrated side straps
 ·Cavernous front pocket with camera and radio compartments with gear clips
 ·Knife and flare pockets with gear clips
 ·All pockets have plastic zip sliders and sewn drainage holes
 ·Large back zip pocket for H2O drinks bladder
 ·Front webbing loop for removable hose clip
 ·Shoulder whistle clip
 ·SUP Leash ready

 ·ISO 12402-5/6 approved
 ·Olympic cut with front zip opening and clean lined styling
 ·55-70N of Gaia environmentally friendly soft flotation foam
 ·Tough 600d ripstop polyester / ripstop nylon shell
 ·Figure hugging shoulder adjusters with integrated padded covers
 ·External double side straps
 ·Dual cavernous front zip pockets with phone and camera compartments
 ·Flare and radio pockets with gear clips, plastic zip sliders and sewn drainage holes
 ·Large back zip pocket for H2O drinks bladder
 ·Front webbing loops for removable hose clips
 ·Reflective stripes and whistle
 ·SUP Leash ready

OCEAN WRAP

EXPLORER ZIP

The award winning, unique, wrap entry PFD for sea kayaking and 
touring: a front entry system, with the storage, safety and comfort 
of a vest. The Ocean Wrap’s unique construction also allows for the 
women’s sizes to feature an innovative chest foam layout, giving un-
paralleled comfort and fit.

Front opening PFD, the first choice of hardened explorers and profes-
sional guides all over the world. Available in women’s sizes that fea-
ture a stepped chest foam for increased comfort. The storage features 
radio, flare and rear hydration pockets, plus two huge chest pockets.

L10/12. L14/16. LXL. XXL | ORANGE / BLUE

L10/12. L14/16. SM. LXL. XXL | RED / LIME. BLUE / ORANGE

21OW

21EZ

Sal Montgomery. Dorset. UK. Image: Pete Astles
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RECYCLED YARN

FUTURE PLANS

We have been phasing out plastic bags for 
years and we’ve now removed them entirely. 
Products now come with just a recycled hang 
tag, attached with a compostable hemp cord.  

Our future aims are to make harder wearing, longer lasting products using 
more recycled materials. We’ve already begun updating our premises to energy 
efficient lighting and investigating the installation of solar power. We’re also 
planning a recycling / up-cycling project for used paddlesports garments.

Another major part of the Peak Eco mission has been to rigorously assess and evaulate our own actions to understand what can be done better, in 
order to reduce our environmental footprint. So far we’ve made good progress, with more plans brewing. 

Some items will be packaged in a simple, 
effective, compostable hemp cord parcel. We 
now use paper tape on our shipping boxes 
and get all our milk delivered in glass bottles!

PEAK ECO | AWARD WINNERS
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SPECIAL JURY PRIZE

AWARDS
2020

In 2020 we received the Special Jury Prize at the Paddle Expo international trade show. We won the 
award for our Peak Eco project which comprises of our ongoing attempts to reduce our environmental 
footprint and increase awareness of the environmental challenges facing our sport and industry. 

The Peak Eco range is our finest, greenest range of jackets and legwear to date and features a line 
of products constructed from fabric made of at least 55% recycled yarn. From shorts to whitewater 
& touring jackets, to full custom kit, the Peak Eco range has something for all paddlers. 

Products made using recycled yarn in the following pages can be identified with this symbol

Our One Piece Suits now come packaged in 
a Surplus Bag, a useful changing mat / bag 
made completely from left over materials. 
Colours will vary from suit to suit! 

USED PLASTICS are shredded

Shredded plastics are melted and reformed into PELLETS

Pellets are extruded as fibre, then spun into YARN

Yarn is woven, dyed and coated, creating our FABRIC

Fabric is cut, sewn and seam sealed into Peak UK PRODUCTS

1:

2:

3:

4:

5:

MEANINGFUL CHANGESTOURING / SEA

»

WHITEWATER

MULTISPORT

OUTERWEAR | JACKETS
CENTRE / KIDZ

MARATHON WIND

SEMI LONG COMBI FREERIDE DELUXE 2.5L DELUXE 3L

MARATHON H2O

PRO LONG TOURLITE SHORT TOURLITE LONG TOURLITE HOODY

RECREATION / TOURING

»

CENTRE PRO KIDZ

ADVENTURE SINGLE ADVENTURE DOUBLE OCEAN BOTHY

LADIES SIZES
PEAK ECO 

» »

»
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All our fabrics are specifically developed with the end use in mind, from lightweight, breathable racing garments to durable, waterproof expedition 
equipment. Several of our products are constructed from our award winning recycled polyester and nylon yarns. Our knowledge of textiles and 
manufacturing is unrivalled and we follow our own rigorous, detailed test procedures to ensure that we maintain our long standing reputation for 
making the toughest, highest performing paddlesports equipment on the planet. 

X3

SS4 PERTEX

X4

X2 X2.5

 ·20m Waterproofing
 ·5,000 g/m2/24hrs .b1 
 ·Mid-heavyweight 
 ·Breathable & very durable

 ·20m Waterproofing
 ·20,000 g/m2/24hrs .b1 
 ·Midweight
 ·Highly breathable & super stretchy

 ·1m Waterproofing
 ·30,000 g/m2/24hrs .b1 
 ·Very lightweight 
 ·Windproof
 ·Ultra breathable

 ·20m Waterproofing
 ·10,000 g/m2/24hrs .b1 
 ·Mid-heavyweight 
 ·Highly breathable & very durable

 ·10m Waterproofing
 ·4,000 g/m2/24hrs .b1 
 ·Light-midweight 
 ·Breathable

 ·10-20m Waterproofing
 ·5,000-8,000 g/m2/24hrs .b1 
 ·Light-midweight 
 ·Breathable

1. Outer nylon fabric with SDWR water
    repelling finish
2. Microporous layer, waterproof & 
    breathable 
3. Hard wearing tricot lining

1. Outer polyester fabric with DWR water
    repelling finish
2. Microporous layer, waterproof & 
    breathable 
3. Polyester Lining: Can be worn next to skin

1. 40d nylon twice woven fabric with DWR 
    water repelling finish

1. Outer nylon fabric with DWR water
    repelling finish
2. Microporous layer, waterproof & 
    breathable 
3. Hydrophilic Layer: Vapour transmitting 
    and durable
4. Knit Lining: Increased warmth & wear 
    resistance

1. 210d Nylon fabric with DWR water
    repelling finish
2. Microporous layer, waterproof & 
    breathable

1. Outer nylon / polyester fabric with SDWR 
    water repelling finish
2. Microporous layer, waterproof & 
    breathable 
2.5. Durable lining print

DELUXE 3L. STORM PANTS X3. SEMI LONG TD & ST

TOURLITES. MARATHON H20. OCEAN BOTHY. SEMI LONG. 
COMBI. DELUXE 2.5L. SEMI PANTS. STORM PANTS X2.5. 
BAGZ H20. RACER TD

ST2020 MARATHON WIND

SUITS. EXPLORER SALOPETTES. ADVENTURE DOUBLE

PRO KIDZ. PRO LONG

Image: Pete Astles

FABRIC
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 ·Articulated cut with bent elbows
 ·Fully taped seams
 ·Breathable and durable light weight X2 nylon with 10m waterproofing
 ·Neoprene neck with opening Velcro enclosure
 ·Aquaout neo wrist seals
 ·Aquaout neo waist seal
 ·Size printed on left sleeve

 ·Articulated cut with bent elbows
 ·Fully taped seams
 ·Breathable and durable light weight X2 nylon with 10m waterproofing
 ·Neoprene neck with opening Velcro enclosure
 ·Aquaout neo wrist seals
 ·Aquaout neo waist seal
 ·Size printed on left sleeve

 ·Minimum seams for durability
 ·Reinforced double sewing
 ·Tough PU backed 210d nylon with 10m waterproofing
 ·Neoprene neck with opening Velcro enclosure
 ·Opening 2.5mm durable neoprene wrists
 ·Elasticated draw cord and waist
 ·Size printed on sleeve

CENTRE

PRO KIDZ

PRO LONG

The Centre Jacket is a tough, simple waterproof nylon spray top de-
signed specifically for heavy group use and beginner paddlers. Size 
printed on left sleeve for ease of client allocation.   

The Pro Kidz is fully waterproof, windproof and features our Aquaout 
velcro wrist, neck and waist seals. High specified jacket to get  even the 
smallest of paddlers on the water. 

Fully waterproof, windproof and featuring our Aquaout velcro wrist, 
neck and waist seals, the Pro Long is ideal as a beginner jacket and  
for school & group use alike. 

XXS. XS. S. M. L. XL. XXL | RED / BLACK

K6. K8. K10. K12 | LIME. ORANGE

XS. S. M. L. XL. XXL | LIME. ORANGE

21CNJ

21PKJ

21PLJ

Drones up above. Image: Michael Neumann
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 ·Articulated cut with bent elbows
 ·Fully taped seams
 ·Breathable and durable light weight X2.5 recycled polyester with 10m waterproofing
 ·Zip opening neck and large adjustable hood with easy stow toggle
 ·Aquaout sustainable Bioprene wrists and waist seals
 ·Easy access recycled YKK zip pockets

 ·Articulated cut
 ·Fully taped seams
 ·Breathable and durable light weight X2.5 recycled polyester with 10m waterproofing
 ·Aquaout neo neck, waist and arm seals
 ·Easy access right hand side zip pocket with sewn drainage

 ·Articulated cut with bent elbows
 ·Fully taped seams
 ·Breathable and durable light weight X2.5 recycled polyester with 10m waterproofing
 ·Aquaout neo neck, waist and wrist seals
 ·Easy access right hand side zip pocket with sewn drainage

TOURLITE SHORT

TOURLITE LONG

TOURLITE HOODY

The ideal warm weather canoe and kayak touring jacket features our 
Aquaout neck, arm and waist seals, and a handy zip pocket. Water-
proof, tough, lightweight and made using recycled ripstop polyester. 

A highly versatile, lightweight paddling jacket, suitable for many disci-
plines. Constructed from X2.5 recycled ripstop polyester and featuring 
Aquaout wrist, neck and waist seals.

The Tourlite Hoody is perfect for 3 season touring and sea kayaking. 
Great too for guided use where your clients require a little more pro-
tection and performance from their kit. Features a 100% recycled pol-
yester shell and sustainable Bioprene neoprene seals.

XS. S. M. L. XL. XXL | RED / LIME. BLUE / LIME

XS. S. M. L. XL. XXL | RED / LIME. BLUE / LIME

XS. S. M. L. XL. XXL | LIME / RED. BLUE / RED

21TSS

21TLS

21TH

Paul Ramsdale. Carsington Water. UK. Image: Pete Astles
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 ·Articulated cut with bent elbows
 ·Fully taped seams
 ·Breathable and durable light weight X2.5 ripstpn nylon with 10m waterproofing
 ·Zip opening neck and large adjustable hood with easy stow toggle
 ·Simple Velcro wrist seals and elasticated draw cord waist
 ·Huge front pocket with side zips and sewn drainage holes
 ·Diagonal chest zips for easy access to PFD pockets
 ·Reflective sleeve stripes
 ·Packs down small, into the hood
 ·Designed to be worn over your pfd & paddling gear

OCEAN BOTHY
The Ocean Bothy is for when the weather gets bad. It fits over your 
other kit to provide a shelter against wind and rain - in your boat or on 
land. As worn by numerous award-winning expedition teams.

SM. LXL | ORANGE / BLUE 21OB

 ·Articulated cut with bent elbows
 ·Ultra lightweight and breathable 40d nylon
 ·Wind and spray proof with super water repellent finish
 ·Half zip opening, fleece lined neck
 ·Aquaout neo wrist seals
 ·Drop tail, high front cut with elasticated bound waist
 ·Right hip pocket with gear loop, plastic zip slider and sewn drainage hole
 ·Great on and off the water

MARATHON WIND
The Marathon Wind is a super lightweight jacket designed for fast 
paced paddling and situations where weight is important. The breath-
able and windproof Pertex provides superb protection whilst the artic-
ulated cut and drop tail make this jacket ideal on and off the water.

XS. S. M. L. XL. XXL | ORANGE / BLUE.  BLACK / LIME 21MWJ

 ·Articulated cut with bent elbows
 ·Fully taped seams
 ·Highly breathable and durable super lightweight X2.5 nylon with 10m waterproofing
 ·Half zip opening, fleece lined neck
 ·Aquaout neo wrist seals
 ·Drop tail, high front cut with elasticated drawcord waist
 ·Right hip pocket with gear loop, plastic zip slider and sewn drainage hole
 ·Great on and off the water

MARATHON H2O
Featuring a durable, fully waterproof X2.5 fabric and a handy hip 
zip pocket, the Marathon H2O is a lightweight & breathable jacket, 
perfect for marathon paddling, SUP, touring, biking and much more. 
The opening neck seal’s internal baffle sets this apart from the rest of 
the market as a truly high intensity, waterproof garment.

XS. S. M. L. XL. XXL | LIME / BLUE . BLUE / ORANGE 21MHJ

 ·Articulated cut with bent elbows
 ·Fully taped seams
 ·Breathable and durable X3 midweight recycled ripstop nylon with 20m waterproofing
 ·Zip opening outer neck with adjustable neoprene inner
 ·Latex inner wrists with Aquaout neo outer seals
 ·Aquaout neo waist seal
 ·Large adjustable hood with easy stow toggle
 ·Double front and left sleeve zip pockets with plastic zip sliders and sewn drainage holes
 ·Reflective sleeve stripes

ADVENTURE SINGLE
Tough, highly waterproof and breathable X3 recycled ripstop nylon 
fabric, with twin chest and single arm pockets makes the Adventure 
Single still the ‘go to’ jacket for all sea kayaking and touring paddlers.

XS. S. M. L. XL. XXL | ORANGE / BLUE. LIME / RED 21AS
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Redesigned from the ground up, the Adventure Double Evo introduces a new era in Peak UK outerwear garment design. We’ve engineered our own 
bespoke latex seals that scale with the garments size. We’ve redesigned the outer seal construction to improve considerably the seam tape sealing by 
removing all bulky seam junctions. The Evo features 100% post industrial recycled yarns in its fabric, including its fourth layer tricot. The garment’s 
water repellent DWR treatment is CFC free. The jacket’s neoprene seals are constructed from Bioprene - a more sustainable neoprene made from 
recycled yarns and materials left over from the shell fish industry. The pocket zips are made from recycled plastic bottles. This is the culmination of 
30 years of experience, and the Evo range has only just begun...

By creating a single seal jacket, then sewing its double seals onto 
the outside of the garment, we’ve managed to reduce considerably 
any bulky taped seam junctions which creates a far more waterproof 
garment. 

All of the Evo’s zips are made from recycled polyethylene. This is the 
most responsibly sourced and considered jacket on the market. The 
Adventure Double comes with no plastic packaging and just a recycled 
card hangtag affixed by compostable hemp cord.

All neoprene components are made using 
Bioprene - neoprene manufactured from 
natural and renewable resources

X4 fabric is breathable, durable and made from 100% post industrial recycled yarn

ADVENTURE DOUBLE EV
L10. L12. L14. S. M. L. XL. XXL | ORANGE / BLUE 21AD

 ·Articulated cut with bent elbows
 ·Fully taped seams
 ·Breathable and durable X4 midweight 100% recycled ripstop nylon with 20m waterproofing
 ·Reinforced heavyweight X4 elbows
 ·Zip opening outer, fleece lined neck with adjustable Bioprene inner
 ·Peak UK Evo latex inner wrist seals with Aquaout Bioprene outers
 ·Bioprene Aquaout outer waist seal with grippy, elasticated and midweight X4 inner
 ·Large zip away, adjustable X2.5 ripstop nylon hood
 ·Right and left sleeve zip pockets with sewn drainage holes, gear loops and plastic zip sliders
 ·Reflective sleeve stripes
 ·CFC free DWR finish
 ·Recycled YKK pocket zips

Pete Astles. Carsington Water. UK. Image: Paul Ramsdale
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 ·Articulated cut
 ·Fully taped seams
 ·Breathable and durable lightweight X2.5 ripstop nylon with 10m waterproofing
 ·Really soft superstretch neoprene cone neck with elasticated tension strap
 ·Latex inner arms with Aquaout neo outer seals, with removable sleeve option
 ·Aquaout neo outer waist seal with grippy, elasticated and lightweight X2.5 inner
 ·Easy access front chest pockets for storing sleeves with plastic zip sliders and sewn drainage

 ·Articulated cut with bent elbows
 ·Fully taped seams
 ·Breathable and durable midweight X3 ripstop nylon with 20m waterproofing
 ·Really soft superstretch neoprene cone neck with elasticated tension strap
 ·Latex inner wrists with Aquaout neo outer seals
 ·Aquaout neo outer waist seal with grippy, elasticated and lightweight X2.5 inner

 ·Articulated cut with bent elbows
 ·Fully taped seams
 ·Breathable and durable lightweight X2.5 ripstop nylon with 10m waterproofing
 ·Really soft superstretch neoprene cone neck
 ·Latex inner wrists with superstretch neoprene cone outers
 ·Aquaout neo outer waist seal, X2.5 fabric inner with elastic binding

SEMI LONG

COMBI

FREERIDE

The ideal intermediate whitewater jacket, constructed using X2.5 re-
cycled ripstop nylon fabric. Double wrists and waist give a great seal 
whilst the neo cone neck offers a great alternative to latex.

Perfect for the Alps! The Combi features our unique latex bicep seals 
and can be combined with our Combi Sleeves to give a warmer option. 
A lightweight, tough and versatile whitewater jacket.

Our mid-weight, fully articulated whitewater jacket with neoprene 
cone neck & tension strap. The Freeride is one of the most comfortable 
jackets around and is perfect for most kinds of whitewater.

XS. S. M. L. XL. XXL | BLUE / ORANGE. RED / LIME

S. M. L. XL | BLUE / ORANGE. RED / LIME

XS. S. M. L. XL. XXL | ORANGE / BLUE. LIME / RED

21SLJ

21CJ

21FJ

Ute Heppke. Kayak School Alberg. River Sanna. Austria. Image: Pete Astles
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 ·Articulated cut with bent elbows
 ·Fully taped seams
 ·Breathable and durable X2.5 mid weight recycled nylon with 20m waterproofing
 ·Reinforced mid-heavyweight recycled X2.5 shoulders and elbows
 ·Latex inner neck with supersoft neo cone outer seal
 ·Latex inner wrists with Aquaout neo outer seals
 ·Aquaout neo outer waist seal with grippy, elasticated and mid weight X2.5 inner
 ·Sewn hole drainage holes between neck seals

DELUXE 2.5L
Whitewater jacket constructed from recycled 2.5 layer post industrial 
nylon with tough reinforced shoulders & elbows. Midweight handling 
fabric, with the reliability needed for all extreme WW conditions. Fea-
tures double neck, wrist and waist seals for the ultimate protection. 
Available in ladies sizes.

L10. L12. L14. S. M. L. XL. XXL | RED / LIME. BLUE / RED 21DJ2

Snakey. River Derwent. UK. Image: Pete Astles

 ·Articulated cut with bent elbows
 ·Fully taped seams
 ·Breathable and durable X3 mid-heavyweight recycled nylon with 20m waterproofing
 ·Reinforced heavyweight recycled X3 shoulders and elbows
 ·Latex inner neck with supersoft neo cone outer seal
 ·Latex inner wrists with Aquaout neo outer seals
 ·Aquaout neo outer waist seal with grippy, elasticated and mid-heavyweight X3 inner
 ·Sewn hole drainage holes between neck seals
 ·Easy access zip pocket on right hand chest

DELUXE 3L
The ultimate whitewater jacket constructed from post industrial recy-
cled 3 layer nylon with tough reinforced shoulders & elbows. Heavy-
weight fabric, perfect for tackling any extreme WW environment. Fea-
tures double neck, wrist and waist seals for the ultimate protection, 
plus a handy zip pocket. Available in ladies sizes.

L10. L12. L14. S. M. L. XL. XXL | ORANGE / BLUE 21DJ3
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LEGWEAR

SHORTS

»

OUTERWEAR | SUITS & LEGWEAR

ONE PIECE SUITS

BAGZ H2OBAGZ SHORTS LINEDBAGZ SHORTS UNLINED

WHITERWATER |LEG ENTRY EXPLORER |LEG ENTRY DELUXE|SHOULDER ENTRY ADVENTURE |SHOULDER ENTRY

SEMI PANTS STORM PANTS X2.5 STORM PANTS X3 EXPLORER SALOPETTES

»

»

LADIES SIZES
PEAK ECO 

Pete Astles. Jurassic Coast. Dorset. UK. Image: Paul Ramsdale
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 ·Articulated cut with pre bent elbows, seat and knees
 ·Fully taped seams
 ·Breathable and durable X4 mid-heavyweight nylon with 20m waterproofing
 ·Reinforced X4 heavyweight elbows, shoulders, knees, seat and ankles
 ·Aquaout neo outer ankle seals
 ·Latex inner neck with superstretch neo cone outer seal
 ·Latex inner wrists with Aquaout neo outer seals
 ·Aquaout neo waist seal with inner waist webbing belt
 ·Front zip pocket for easy access whilst wearing a PFD, with plastic zip slider and sewn

 drainage holes
 ·Stylish and functional sewn hole drainage system between neck seals
 ·Patented easy entry and easy pee fully waterproof YKK 10mm Aquaseal leg entry zip
 ·X4 breathable, waterproof and durable fully taped socks with flatlocked seams
 ·DBS boot ready neo outer ankle seal system  

Leg entry system Leg entry system Shoulder entry systemShoulder entry system

 ·Articulated cut with pre bent elbows, seat and knees
 ·Fully taped seams
 ·Breathable and durable X4 mid-heavyweight nylon with 20m waterproofing
 ·Reinforced X4 heavyweight elbows, knees, seat and ankles
 ·Really soft superstretch neoprene neck seal with elasticated tension strap
 ·Lightweight hood which zips into fleece lined collar
 ·Zip opening outer neck seal
 ·Latex inner wrists with Aquaout neo outer seals
 ·Aquaout neo waist seal with inner waist webbing belt
 ·Aquaout neo outer ankle seals
 ·Double front and left sleeve zip pockets with plastic zip sliders and sewn drainage holes
 ·Reflective sleeve stripes and hood peak
 ·Patented easy entry and easy pee fully waterproof YKK 10mm Aquaseal leg entry zip
 ·X4 breathable, waterproof and durable fully taped socks with flatlocked seams
 ·DBS boot ready neo outer ankle seal system  

WHITEWATER EXPLORER
A unique and innovative suit, the Whitewater is our leg entry river suit 
and features tough, X4 nylon fabric and double neck and wrist seals. 
The unique 10mm YKK Aquaseal leg entry system allows easy entry 
and unrivalled freedom of movement and paddling comfort. Comes 
with storage bag / changing mat made entirely from surplus mate-
rials.

A unique, leg entry sea kayaking suit featuring our innovative ful-
ly waterproof leg entry system. The 10mm YKK Aquaseal zip allows 
easy entry and total freedom of movement when paddling, whilst the 
supersoft neo neck gives the ideal compromise between paddling com-
fort and protection. Comes with storage bag / changing mat made 
entirely from surplus materials.

L10. L12. L14. S. M. L. XL | ORANGE / BLUE L10. L12. L14. S. M. L. XL | ORANGE / BLUE21WWOP 21EOP

 ·Articulated cut with pre bent elbows, seat and knees
 ·Fully taped seams
 ·Breathable and durable X4 midweight ripstop nylon with 20m waterproofing
 ·Reinforced X4 heavyweight elbows, shoulders, knees, bum and ankles
 ·Zip opening outer, fleece lined neck with adjustable neoprene inner superstretch cone neck

 seal with elasticated tension strap
 ·Large fold away, adjustable X2.5 ripstop nylon hood
 ·Latex inner wrists with Aquaout neo outer seals
 ·Aquaout neo waist seal with inner waist webbing belt
 ·Double front zip pockets for easy access whilst wearing a PFD, with plastic zip sliders and sewn

 drainage holes
 ·Reflective piping on entry zip flap cover and hood peak
 ·Curved and flexible fully waterproof YKK 10mm Aquaseal shoulder entry and fly zips
 ·X4 breathable, waterproof and durable fully taped socks with flatlocked seams
 ·DBS boot ready neo outer ankle seal system 

 ·SM - medium jacket small pants. ML large jacket medium pants.

 ·Articulated cut with pre bent elbows, seat and knees
 ·Fully taped seams
 ·Breathable and durable X4 mid-heavyweight nylon with 20m waterproofing
 ·Reinforced X4 heavyweight elbows, shoulders, knees, bum and ankles
 ·Latex inner neck with superstretch neo cone outer seal
 ·Stylish and functional sewn hole drainage system between neck seals
 ·Latex inner wrists with Aquaout neo outer seals
 ·Aquaout neo waist seal with inner waist webbing belt
 ·Front zip pocket for easy access whilst wearing a PFD, with plastic zip slider and sewn

 drainage holes
 ·Curved and flexible fully waterproof YKK 10mm Aquaseal shoulder entry and fly zips
 ·X4 breathable, waterproof and durable fully taped socks with flatlocked seams
 ·DBS boot ready neo outer ankle seal system 

 ·SM - medium jacket small pants. ML large jacket medium pants.

DELUXE ADVENTURE
Our shoulder entry whitewater suit featuring 10mm YKK Aquaseal, 
curved, flexible entry and vertical relief zips. X4 nylon fabric with rein-
forced high wear areas plus double neck and wrist seals gives a super 
tough and reliable One Piece Suit for all river paddlers. Comes with 
storage bag / changing mat made entirely from waste materials.

Our shoulder entry sea kayaking / touring suit features tough and 
flexible 10mm YKK Aquaseal entry and vertically orientated relief 
zips. The X4 midweight nylon and bombproof construction give high 
performance and total security, whilst the adjustable hood stashes 
neatly into its collar. Comes with storage bag / changing mat made 
entirely from waste materials.

S. SM. M. ML. L. XL | BLUE / RED S. SM. M. ML. L. XL | RED / LIME21DOP 21AOP
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 ·Comfortable and durable ripstop recycled polyester outer with water repellent finish
 ·Thermal stretch polyester / spandex quick drying fleece lining
 ·Flat lace waist cord
 ·Two zip pockets with gear loops and sewn drainage
 ·Great both on and off the water

 ·Articulated cut with bent knees and seat
 ·Fully taped seams
 ·Breathable and durable mid-heavyweight X3 recycled nylon fabric with 20m waterproofing
 ·Reinforced heavyweight X3 recycled nylon knees, ankles and seat
 ·X4 breathable, waterproof and durable fully taped socks with flatlocked seams
 ·DBS boot ready neo outer ankle seal system
 ·10mm YKK Aquaseal fully waterproof vertical front fly
 ·Double waist design, mid-heavyweight X3 inner waist with grippy flat elastic and adjustable

 shoulder straps. Aquaout neo outer waist seal

 ·Articulated cut with bent knees and seat
 ·Fully taped seams
 ·Breathable and durable midweight X2.5 recycled nylon fabric with 20m waterproofing
 ·Reinforced heavyweight X2.5 recycled nylon knees, ankles and seat
 ·X4 breathable, waterproof and durable fully taped socks with flatlocked seams
 ·DBS boot ready neo outer ankle seal system 
 ·Mens: Double waist, lightweight X2.5 inner waist with grippy flat elastic and adjustable

 shoulder straps. Aquaout neo outer waist seal
 ·Ladies: Double waist, lightweight X2.5 inner waist with grippy flat elastic and Aquaout neo 

 outer waist seal 

 ·Articulated cut with bent knees and seat
 ·Fully taped seams
 ·Breathable and durable lightweight recycled ripstop X2.5 polyester with 10m waterproofing
 ·Tougher midweight x2.5 polyester seat and knees
 ·Aquaout neo waist seal
 ·DBS boot ready neo outer ankle system with superstretch neo cone inner seals

SEMI PANTS

STORM PANTS X2.5

STORM PANTS X3

Classic semi dry pant, constructed from recycled ripstop polyester and 
featuring our double DBS twin ankle seals, and a secure Aquaout ne-
oprene waist. 

Storm Pants X2.5 feature a midweight X2.5 recycled nylon, and choice 
of two colours. The men’s feature twin shoulder straps whilst the ladies 
version has a double waist for easy entry / exit.

Storm Pants X3 feature a mid-heavyweight X3 recycled nylon with 
reinforced knees, seat and ankles, and a waterproof YKK 10mm Aq-
uaseal front fly. Twin shoulder straps and a double waist give superb 
protection and fit.

L10. L12. L14. S. M. L. XL. XXL | BLACK

L10. L12. L14. S. M. L. XL. XXL | RED / LIME. BLUE / RED

S. M. L. XL. XXL | ORANGE / BLUE

21SP

21SP2

21SP3

 ·Breathable, durable light weight X2.5 recycled ripstop polyester with 10m waterproofing
 ·Fully taped seams
 ·Flat lace waist cord
 ·Two zip pockets with gear loops and sewn drainage
 ·Great for marathon, sup, rafting and ww paddling when worn over the top of our Stretch

 Fleece or Neoskin legwear

 ·Comfortable and durable ripstop recycled polyester outer with water repellent finish
 ·Flat lace waist cord
 ·Two zip pockets with gear loops and sewn drainage
 ·Great both on and off the water

 ·Articulated cut with bent knees and seat
 ·Fully taped seams
 ·Breathable and durable midweight X4 fabric with 20m waterproofing
 ·Reinforced heavyweight X4 nylon knees, seat and ankles
 ·X4 breathable, waterproof and durable fully taped socks with flatlocked seams
 ·DBS boot ready neo outer ankle seal system 
 ·Chest high fabric waist with wide and stylish Peak UK logo elastic shoulder straps
 ·Waist webbing belt
 ·Fully waterproof, double ended 10mm YKK Aquaseal fly / entry zip with plastic press stud

 securing

EXPLORER SALOPETTES

BAGZ SHORTS UNLINED BAGZ SHORTS LINED

BAGZ H2O

The Explorer Salopettes are our top end sea / touring dry pant and 
feature a unique 10mm double ended YKK Aquaseal entry / relief 
zip. Fully waterproof socks and bombproof X4 fabric, perfect for sea 
kayaking, canoeing and touring in all conditions.

Constructed using midweight ripstop recycled polyester with a CFC free 
water repellent finish. Great worn on their own or teamed up with 
some Neoskin or Stretch Fleece legwear underneath. Perfect both on 
and off the water.

Our classic paddling shorts are now constructed from midweight rip-
stop recycled polyester with a CFC free water repellent finish. The lined 
version has a super warm, brushed polyester spandex lining. Perfect 
for just about everything on the water.

Waterproof and breathable, the Bagz H20 shorts are perfect for mar-
athon, SUP, whitewater and much more. Constructed from lightweight 
X2.5 recycled ripstop polyester and work perfectly over our Stretch 
Fleece or Neoskin legwear.

S. M. L. XL | GREY 

L10. L12. L14. S. M. L. XL. XXL | BLACK L10. L12. L14. S. M. L. XL. XXL | BLACK

L10. L12. L14. S. M. L. XL. XXL | BLACK

21ES

21BSU 21BSL

21BH
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POLOEXPLORERWHITEWATER KIDZ

COCKPIT COVER STANDARD

SPRAYDECKS

NYLON

Fiona Pennie. Lee Valley UK. Image: Kim Jones

 ·3mm nylon lined neoprene
 ·Shockcord securing
 ·Cool graphics
 ·Great for improving car fuel consumption and keeping rain / creepy crawlies out of your boat 

COCKPIT COVER
Perfect for keeping water and bugs out of your boat. Also great for 
keeping fuel costs down!

DECKS: SK1. M KEY. L BIG | WAIST: N/A | BLACK 21CC

 ·Double sewn and fully taped seams
 ·Durable PU coated 300d nylon
 ·Adjustable cockpit shockcord to fit most kayaks
 ·Twin shoulder straps and elasticated drawcord waist

NYLON
The perfect spraydeck for beginner kayakers, schools, groups and cen-
tres. Adjustable shoulder straps to aid a better fit. Tough, fully taped 
seams, easy to fit and easy to remove. Now PVC free.

DECKS: SK1. KEY. BIG. HUGE | WAIST: ONE SIZE | BLACK 21ND

 ·Blind stitched and latex sealed seams throughout
 ·10mm (9mm C1. K1) shockcord style deck
 ·4mm tough faced neoprene with latex reinforcing on top
 ·No seams in the deck section

21SD

STANDARD
A tight, secure and tough spraydeck that is also easy to fit and remove. 
Used by many elite canoe slalom athletes and also great for beginner 
to intermediate whitewater kayakers.

DECKS: SK1. SC1. KEY. BIG. HUGE | WAIST: XS. S. ML. XL |BLACK

 ·Blind stitched and latex sealed seams throughout
 ·11mm shockcord style deck
 ·5mm super tough faced neoprene 
 ·Grippy silicone underside print
 ·No seams in the deck section
 ·Extra neoprene dry lip around front and sides of SM deck size only

WHITEWATER
The Whitewater Deck is our toughest spraydeck and will not let you 
down. Constructed from bombproof 5mm neoprene, this spraydeck 
has seen off some of the toughest rivers on the planet by some of the 
best kayakers around.

DECKS: SM. KEY. BIG. HUGE | WAIST: S. ML. XL |BLACK 21WWD
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 ·Blind stitched and latex sealed seams throughout
 ·10mm ( 9mm Comp ) shockcord style deck
 ·Lycra binding on all neoprene edges
 ·4mm tough faced neoprene with printed reinforcing on top
 ·Grippy silicone AO print underneath
 ·No seams in the deck section
 ·Adjustable map holding shockcord on top

Gav Barker. HPP. UK. Image: Paul Ramsdale

 ·Blind stitched and latex sealed seams throughout
 ·Easy to fit and remove 9mm shockcord sealing
 ·4mm tough faced neoprene
 ·No seams in the deck section
 ·Tidy and concealed adjustable webbing waist belt
 ·Fully adjustable and easy to pull release tag
 ·Deck sizes: MINI (Soul Kayaks). SK1 (Slalom / other Kidz kayaks) 

KIDZ
Our Kidz Deck is the ideal neoprene spraydeck for young paddlers. 
Easy to get on and off and super secure. Incredibly neat adjustable 
waist system and a bright, adjustable lap / knee release strap for the 
quickest of exits when needed!

DECKS: MINI. SK1 |WAIST: ADJUSTABLE | BLACK

21ED

EXPLORER
Tough and reliable spraydeck designed especially for sea kayaking 
and touring. Bombproof neoprene and latex construction with adjust-
able map holding shock cord on top. 

DECKS: COMP. KEY. BIG | WAIST: S. ML. XL |BLACK

21KD

 ·Blind stitched and latex sealed seams throughout
 ·9mm shockcord style deck
 ·4mm super tough faced neoprene 
 ·Grippy silicone underside print
 ·No seams in the deck section

21PD

POLO
A tight, secure and super tough spraydeck that is also easy to fit and 
remove. Designed to withstand the brutal boat on boat contact during 
polo competitions and training. The toughest competition deck out 
there. 

DECKS: SK1| WAIST: XS. S. ML. XL |BLACK
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Viking Polo. Queen Street Baths. Derby. UK. Image: Pete Astles

COMBI SLEEVES

EXTRAS

SHORTS

ADULTS

NEOSKIN

KIDZ

HEADCASE

KIDZ SHORTS KIDZ STRIDES

STRIDES

KIDZ PANTS

PANTS

KIDZ LONG JOHN

CENTRE LONG JOHN

»
»

»

LADIES SIZES
PEAK ECO 
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HEADCASE

KIDZ LONG JOHNKIDZ NEOSKIN

 ·Flatlocked seams
 ·Non chafe stretch binding around edges
 ·Back shoulder size print for easy recognition / hand out
 ·No seams on seat panel
 ·Mixture of 3.0 and 2.5mm neoprene
 ·Thicker material on knees and bum
 ·Twin shoulder Velcro entry
 ·Grippy AO print on knees
 ·Easily visible
 ·Stylish graphics

 ·Flatlocked seams
 ·Stretch binding around edge
 ·Fleece lined super stretch 1.5mm neoprene

 ·Flatlocked seams
 ·Stretch binding around top edge
 ·Fleece lined super stretch 1.5mm neoprene with 2.5mm wrists
 ·Unique bent elbow design
 ·Velcro loop neoprene link for jacket attachment.

COMBI SLEEVES
Perfect for cold weather paddling. Keeps your ears and head nice and 
warm with no more brain freeze! 

SM. LXL | BLACK XS. SM. LXL | BLACK

 ·Flatlocked seams
 ·Non chafe stretch binding around edges
 ·Flat lace drawcord waist
 ·High back cut for seated use
 ·No seams on seat panel
 ·Mixture of 2.0 and 2.5mm neoprene
 ·Thicker material on knees and bum
 ·Grippy AO print on bum
 ·Easily visible
 ·Stylish graphics

21KLJ21KNSH 21KNST 21KNP

Tough and warm neoprene legwear designed especially for children. 
Based on our adult’s range with the best materials and construction 
possible. Shorts, Strides and Pants for kayaking, canoeing and more.

Tough, double shoulder entry wetsuit aimed at young children. Based 
on our adult’s range with the best materials and construction possible. 
Perfect for kayaking, canoeing and little ones water activities!

K8. K10. K12 | BLUE K4. K6. K8. K10. K12 | BLUE

21NCS 21NHC

The neoprene Combi Sleeves are the perfect addition to our Combi 
jacket or custom Semi Short topdecks and STs. Turns your shorty into a 
long sleeve cag for when it gets chilly.

CENTRE LONG JOHN

NEOSKIN STRIDESNEOSKIN SHORTS

 ·Flatlocked seams
 ·Stretch binding around edges
 ·Flat lace drawcord waist
 ·High back cut for seated use
 ·No seams on seat
 ·Mixture of 2.0 and 2.5mm neoprene
 ·Thicker / tougher material on back, hips and knees
 ·Grippy AO print on seat

 ·Flatlocked seams
 ·Stretch binding around edges
 ·2.5mm neoprene body
 ·3mm super tough knees and seat
 ·Twin shoulder Velcro entry
 ·Colour coded sewing and inner prints 

 for easy size recognition
 ·Grippy AO print on knees 
 ·Colour guide: XS. S. M. L. XL. XXL

 ·Flatlocked seams
 ·Stretch binding around edges
 ·Flat lace drawcord waist
 ·High back cut for seated use
 ·No seams on seat
 ·Mixture of 2.0 and 2.5mm neoprene
 ·Thicker / tougher material on back, hips and knees
 ·Grippy AO print on seat

NEOSKIN PANTS
Twin shoulder entry neoprene Long John is ideal for centre and group 
use, as well as paddlers looking for a hugely versatile under layer. 
Sizes have colour coded flatlock seams for super easy client hand out.

L10. L12. L14. XS. S. M. L. XL. XXL | BLACK XS. S. M. L. XL. XXL | BLACK

 ·Flatlocked seams
 ·Stretch binding around edges
 ·Flat lace drawcord waist
 ·High back cut for seated use
 ·No seams on seat
 ·Mixture of 2.0 and 2.5mm neoprene
 ·Thicker / tougher material on back and hips
 ·Grippy AO print on seat

21NSH 21NST

Our classic neoprene Shorts have been loved by paddlers for many 
years. Particularly popular with competition athletes. Warm, tough, 
comfortable and hugely versatile. 

Our classic neoprene Strides are loved by all paddlers. Great knee cov-
erage for increased comfort and protection. Warm, tough, and hugely 
versatile. 

L10. L12. L14. XS. S. M. L. XL. XXL | BLACK L10. L12. L14. XS. S. M. L. XL. XXL | BLACK

21NP 21CLJ

Our classic Neoskin Pants are a staple item of any paddler’s kit col-
lection. Neoskin Pants offer full leg protection, they are warm, tough, 
comfortable and hugely versatile. 
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MIDLAYER

»

RASHY

THERMAL RASHY SS

STRETCH FLEECE ZIP TOP STRETCH FLEECE PANTS

BASELAYERS

THERMAL

»

TECWIK RASHY SHORT

THERMAL RASHY LS

TECWIK RASHY LONG

THERMAL RASHY PANTS KIDZ THERMAL RASHY LS

KIDZ TECWIK RASHY SS

»

LADIES SIZES
PEAK ECO 

Luka Bozic. Lee Valley. UK. Image: Kim Jones
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 ·Stretch recycled polyester spandex fabric (240g/m2)
 ·Articulated cut with bent elbows
 ·Flatlocked seams
 ·Wicking and quick drying
 ·UV50 protection
 ·Warm when wet
 ·Side opening neck seal with plastic poppers
 ·Custom chest print option available

21KTR

21KTWR

KIDZ THERMAL RASHY

KIDZ TECWIK RASHY SS

 ·Brushed stretch polyester spandex fabric (280g/m2)
 ·Articulated cut
 ·Flatlocked seams
 ·Side opening neck seal with plastic poppers
 ·Warm, comfy and quick drying

The ideal base layer for children when on the water, whether in a kay-
ak / canoe or on a paddle board. Warm even when wet, quick drying 
and super comfortable. The press stud neck opening makes it a doddle 
to get your kids ready for action!

The ideal base layer for children when on or close to the water. Warm 
when wet, comfortable and UV50 protective. The press stud neck open-
ing makes it a doddle to get your kids ready for action!

K4. K6. K8. K10 | LIME

K6. K8. K10. K12 | GREY

THERMAL RASHY THERMAL RASHY PANTS

 ·Brushed stretch polyester spandex fabric (280g/m2)
 ·Flatlocked seams
 ·High back fit
 ·Articulated bum and knees
 ·Warm, comfy and quick drying
 ·Flat boxer style elasticated waist

 ·Brushed stretch polyester spandex fabric (280g/m2)
 ·Articulated cut 
 ·Flatlocked seams
 ·Warm, comfy and quick drying

21TWRSS

21TWRLS21TRP21TRSS 21TRLS

The Thermal Rashy is a super warm, quick drying and wicking base 
layer. A joy to wear for long days paddling in almost all but the warm-
est of conditions. 

Super warm, quick drying and wicking base layer. The soft and com-
fortable lining is a joy to wear for long days on the water. Flat none 
slip boxer style waist sits comfortably against the body. 

XS. S. M. L. XL | BLACK XS. S. M. L. XL | BLACK

 ·Stretch recycled polyester spandex fabric (240g/m2)
 ·Articulated cut
 ·Flatlocked seams
 ·Wicking and quick drying
 ·UV50 protection
 ·Warm when wet
 ·Custom chest print option available

 ·Stretch recycled polyester spandex fabric (240g/m2)
 ·Articulated cut with bent elbows
 ·Flatlocked seams
 ·Wicking and quick drying
 ·UV50 protection
 ·Warm when wet
 ·Custom chest print option available

TECWIK RASHY SHORT

TECWIK RASHY LONG

Warm when wet, comfortable and UV50 protective, the Tecwik Rashy 
is the perfect rashy for warmer weather paddling. Great for kayak, 
canoe, SUP and more. Custom chest printing available. 

Warm when wet, comfortable and UV50 protective, the Tecwik Rashy 
is the perfect rashy for warmer weather paddling. Great for kayak, 
canoe, SUP and more. Custom chest printing available. 

XS. S. M. L. XL | GREY

XS. S. M. L. XL | GREY

STRETCH FLEECE PANTSSTRETCH FLEECE ZIP TOP
21SFT 21SFP

 ·Stretch recycled polyester, spandex fleece with PU membrane (380g/m2)
 ·Windproof, breathable, water repellent and quick drying
 ·Articulated cut
 ·Flatlocked seams
 ·High back cut for seated use
 ·Stretch binding around edges
 ·Flat lace waist cord
 ·No seams on seat

 ·Stretch recycled polyester, spandex fleece with PU membrane (380g/m2)
 ·Windproof, breathable, water repellent and quick drying
 ·Articulated cut
 ·Flatlocked seams
 ·High front, low back
 ·High neck and front zip opening
 ·Left hand chest pocket
 ·Great on and off the water

Warm, windproof, water resistant and super comfy, the Stretch Fleece 
Pants are perfect for wearing on their own or under our outerwear 
legwear and One Piece Suits. Guaranteed warmth all day long. 

A warm, wind and water resistant zipped fleece that works as a mid 
layer or an outer layer depending on conditions. Half length zip for 
increased versatility, drop tail back for off water use and a handy 
pocket for your phone.

L10. L12. L14. S. M. L. XL | GREYXS. S. M. L. XL | GREY
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FEET

»

HANDS / FEET

HANDS

GLOVES

SOCKS

OPEN PALM MITTS

SHOES

MITTS

ZIP BOOTS DBS BOOTS

»

POGIES

LADIES SIZES
PEAK ECO 

Combine any of our One Piece Suits or waterproof legwear with the DBS boot for the ultimate warm and comfy paddlesport 
footwear experience.

DBS boots are the DBs!! They’re 30cm high, fully waterproof, glued and blind stitched, warm and toasty, 5mm super stretch 
neoprene bonded onto a Vibram Icetrek 2 ultra grippy base sole with cushioned EVA midsole. They integrate and connect with 
our One Piece Suits and Pants to create the ultimate comfy and warm footwear solution. 

When combined with the DBS Boots the legwears outer ankle seal and inner waterproof sock act like a double tunnel, which is 
held in place onto the boots by a cunning DBS double sided Velcro hook tab. Be careful not to top out the boot when wading in 
water, if you do, simply empty and continue to enjoy warm feet all day long. 

NOW YOU CAN STAND IN THE WATER AS OFTEN 
AS YOU LIKE AND ENJOY WARM FEET ALL DAY
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 ·Flatlocked seams
 ·Stretch lycra binding around edges
 ·Low profile fit
 ·1.5mm fleece lined neoprene
 ·Velcro opening for paddle shaft attachment
 ·‘Bite’ tab for easy pulling on!

POGIES

OPEN PALM MITTSGLOVES

 ·Blind stitched seams
 ·Stretch lycra binding around wrists
 ·2mm superstretch neoprene
 ·Grippy silicone AO print on fingertips

 ·Fully taped seams
 ·Breathable midweight recycled X3 nylon fabric with 10m waterproofing
 ·Velcro enclosure with neoprene grippers for snug and water tight fitting to your paddle
 ·Wide opening easy entry access with elasticated drawcord bite tags for snugness

MITTS
Classic nylon pogies to keep the wind / rain off and keep your hands 
working! Lightweight, tough and will easily fit into a pocket. Especially 
suited for paddling when space and weight is at a premium.

ONE SIZE |BLACK ONE SIZE | BLACK

 ·Blind stitched seams
 ·Stretch lycra binding around wrist
 ·2mm superstretch neoprene
 ·Grippy silicone AO print on palms

21NG 21NOPM

21NM 21POG

Ideal for winter paddling of any kind. Constructed from 2mm neo-
prene and featuring a silicone print on the palm which gives excellent 
grip and extra durability.

Perfect for colder weather paddlesports. The open palm section allows 
for greater dexterity and the 2mm neoprene will keep your fingers 
warm and working! 

XS. SM. LXL. XXL | BLACK XS. SM. LXL. XXL | BLACK

Our neoprene pogie-style mitt: super warm and easy to fit / remove. 
The fleece lined neoprene will keep the wind off and your hands 
warm. Simply pull your hands out when you need to! 

UK 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12 | BLACK UK K2. K3. K4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12 | BLACK

DBS BOOTS

SHOESSOCKS

 ·Flatlocked stitched ankle seams
 ·Below ankle cut
 ·2.5mm neoprene
 ·AO grippy rubber sole and reinforcements in all the right places
 ·Secure Velcro strap across foot
 ·Low profile fit. Great for slalom and playboats

 ·Glued and blind stitched seams.
 ·5mm super stretch neoprene
 ·30cm high
 ·Vibram Icetrek 2 ultra grippy sole with cushioned EVA midsole
 ·Double sided velcro hook tab to connect to legwear / one piece suits

 ·Glued and blind stitched seams
 ·Warm 4mm neoprene
 ·Reinforced rubber heel and toes
 ·Grippy AO rubber sole
 ·Heavy weight plastic YKK zip with webbing reinforced end
 ·Velcro closure to stop zip slipping open
 ·Size printed on heel for easy group allocation

ZIP BOOTS
Designed to work in combination with our legwear and One Piece 
Suits. The DBS boot is a fully waterproof, 30cm high, constructed from 
super warm 5mm neoprene and bonded onto a sticky, robust Vibram 
sole. The DBS system creates a twin tunnel ankle seal, resulting in 
much drier and warmer feet. Toasty!

UK 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12 | BLACK UK 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12 | BLACK

 ·Tough mausered seams
 ·2.5mm neoprene
 ·Grippy silicone AO printed sole

21NSOCK 21NSHOE

21ZB 21DBS

Our neoprene socks are warm, tough and comfortable. They are ideal 
to help protect the socks on our legwear and One Piece Suits. The 
grippy print on the sole gives extra durability and security.

Perfect for all water sports. Warm, durable and comfortable. Ideal for 
squeezing into smaller kayaks. Sticky, flexible rubber sole and 2.5mm 
neoprene upper.

The Zip Boot is the ideal footwear for watersports where you need solid 
protection underfoot. They are also great for group use. Tough and 
comfortable, featuring a YKK Zip and rugged AO rubber sole . 
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iTOW

PADDLE BAGKIT BAG

SNOODBEANIE

BASEBALL CAP

CENTRE PRO LEG LOOPS TEE HOODY

BLADDER

CLOTHINGMISC

SAFETY / RESCUE

EXTRAS EXTRAS

ROOFRACK STRAP

BEAKER BLOCKER

DRY BAG

FLOTATION

TRANSPORT

TOWLINE 5M TOWLINE 15M COMPACT LINE THROWLINE RESCUE LINE

TOWLINES / THROWLINES

AIRBAG KAYAK STERN AIRBAG KAYAK BOW AIRBAG CANOE

RIVER KNIFE

RESCUE TAPE

HARNESS GEAR BELTCOWSTAIL

KARABINER SUP LEASH GUIDE BELT

»
»

»

»

» »
HELMETS | PREDATOR

UNO CENTRE FULL CUT FREERIDE FR7W LEE

Jenny Chrimes. Image: Nick Gottlieb
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21RRS3 21RRS5

ROOFRACK STRAPS

 ·Tough Peak UK 25mm webbing straps
 ·Non slip steel cam buckles with neoprene pads to protect your car and kayaks!
 ·Cunning little elastic strap to keep everything wound
 ·Sold in pairs

These Roofrack Straps are tough, secure and perfect for strapping 
boats to your roof rack. A neat neoprene under cam cover protects your 
chosen vessel and vehicle from unwanted scuffs when tying down!

3M. 5M | BLACK / GREY

DRY BAG
21DB21KB

21PB

AIRBAG KAYAK STERN

PADDLE BAG

KIT BAG

AIRBAG CANOE PAIR

 ·Tough welded nylon PVC 
 ·Eyelets fitted for security
 ·Sold in pairs
 ·45 x 85 x 20cm flat
 ·Volume approximately 30L

 ·Tough 600d polyester ripstop outer
 ·Lightweight, durable 200d nylon ripstop inner
 ·Foam padding top and bottom for paddle protection
 ·Super tough full length YKK zip with anti slip metal zip sliders
 ·Adjustable length, with clever hook buckle and webbing loop ladder
 ·ID mesh panel
 ·Detachable, adjustable shoulder carrying strap
 ·Bag length 220cm

ID mesh panel, with Velcro closing. Adjustable length, with clever hook buckle 
and webbing loop ladder

 ·Huge 1m x .75m kit bag
 ·Tough PVC coated 210d nylon
 ·Strong carry handles
 ·Fully taped seams
 ·Drawcord opening

 ·Tough welded PVC nylon construction
 ·Eyelets and D ring for easy lacing into your canoe
 ·Inflation pipe and quick deflation dump valve
 ·Sold in pairs
 ·90cm bow & stern
 ·Volume approximately 65L

 ·Durable and supple PU coated 210d nylon
 ·Bomb proof taped seams
 ·Watertight fold down velcro and buckle closure
 ·Lime colour for hi visibility
 ·Handle on base to aid unpacking
 ·Contents label for detailing expedition gear

21ABKS

21ABC

Super tough, welded PVC nylon, split stern Kayak Airbags, to fit most 
modern boats. Easy to fit and inflate, with long inflation hose. Twin 
eyelets for securing into place. Sold in pairs. 

Look after your paddles during transport with this highly versatile 
paddle bag. Clever size adjuster accommodates a whole range of pad-
dles: sea, ww, SUP, C1 and splits! Can comfortably fit upto 4 paddles.

Tough, waterproof and big - the ultimate kit bag. Perfect for stash-
ing all your paddling equipment, whether wet or dry! A great way to 
quickly keep the car boot neat and tidy. 

Super tough, welded nylon canoe airbags. The eyelets and D ring 
make fitting into your canoe easy. As used by many boat manufactur-
ers, coaches and centres. Sold in pairs.

Our Dry Bags are super tough, functional and shaped to fit easily 
in the back of a kayak. Contents section at base to aid expedition / 
everyday packing and organising. 

ONE SIZE | RED

ONE SIZE | BLACK

AIRBAG KAYAK BOW

 ·Tough welded PVC nylon 
 ·Eyelets fitted for security
 ·Sold in singles
 ·60 x 35 x 35cm flat
 ·Volume approximately 17L

21ABKB

Super tough, welded PVC nylon, bow kayak airbag, fits most modern 
kayaks with/without centre buoyancy. Easy to fit & inflate, with a long 
inflation hose. Twin eyelets for securing into place. Sold in singles.

ONE SIZE | RED ONE SIZE | BLACK

ONE SIZE | RED

S 5L. M 10L. L 20L. XL 40L | LIME
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 ·Tough 600d ripstop polyester / nylon rope bag with YKK zip
 ·Quick draining rubber mesh base
 ·Reflective piping
 ·40mm adjustable length waist belt with quick release cam buckle
 ·7mm polypropylene rope with slimline float. Breaking strength 250kgs
 ·Elasticated webbing dampener with 316 stainless steel O rings
 ·316 stainless steel rope length adjustment clip 
 ·Sea dog plastic boat clip
 ·Can be deck mounted, extra boat hardware required

TOWLINE 15MTOWLINE 5M
15M | ORANGE / BLUE

Essential sea kayaking safety equipment. Our unique waist or deck 
mounted towing system with quick release waist belt, quick draining 
mesh based pocket, and high vis colours.

 ·Tough 600d ripstop polyester / nylon rope bag with YKK zip
 ·Quick draining rubber mesh base
 ·Reflective piping
 ·40mm adjustable length waist belt with quick release cam buckle
 ·7mm polypropylene rope with slimline float. Breaking strength 250kgs
 ·Elasticated webbing dampener with 316 stainless steel O rings
 ·316 stainless steel rope length adjustment clip 
 ·Sea dog plastic boat clip
 ·Can be deck mounted, extra boat hardware required

5M | ORANGE / BLUE

Essential inland kayaking safety equipment. Our unique waist or deck 
mounted towing system with quick release waist belt, quick draining 
mesh based pocket, and high vis colours.

21TOW-5 21TOW-15

Pete Astles. Jurassic Coast. UK. Image: Paul Ramsdale

Quick draining mesh base Slimline clip float and Sea Dog boat clip Elasticated webbing dampener

 ·Tough 600d ripstop polyester and nylon shell with a buoyant foam insert
 ·Marine grade stainless steel ring that’s easy to tie and clip into
 ·Unique ring design throwline with full length webbing reinforcing
 ·Quick draining and drying slotted base
 ·10mm floating polypropylene rope, tested to EN1891
 ·Breaking strength of: > 700kg with knot (fig 8). >1100kg without knot
 ·Reflective piping for night use
 ·Stiffened wide opening for easy packing
 ·Easy and tidy cam buckle open / closure system
 ·Comfortable handle for packing and throwing
 ·Webbing loops to compliment our Guide and Gear Belts
 ·ID panel, for team allocation

RESCUE LINE

 ·Tough 600d ripstop polyester and nylon shell with a buoyant foam insert
 ·Marine grade stainless steel ring that’s easy to tie and clip into
 ·Unique ring design throwline with full length webbing reinforcing
 ·Quick draining and drying slotted base
 ·10mm floating polypropylene rope, tested to EN1891
 ·Breaking strength of: > 700kg with knot (fig 8). >1100kg without knot
 ·Reflective piping for night use
 ·Stiffened wide opening for easy packing
 ·Easy and tidy cam buckle open / closure system
 ·Comfortable handle for packing and throwing
 ·Webbing loops to compliment our Guide and Gear Belts

THROWLINE

 ·Tough 600d ripstop polyester and nylon shell
 ·Marine grade stainless steel ring that’s easy to tie and clip into
 ·Unique design with full length webbing reinforcing
 ·Quick draining and drying slotted base
 ·8mm floating polypropylene rope
 ·Breaking strength of:  > 500kg with knot (fig 8). >1000kg without knot
 ·Stiffened wide opening for easy packing
 ·Press stud closure system
 ·Webbing loops to compliment our Guide and Gear Belts

COMPACT LINE
18M | ORANGE / BLUE

15M. 20M | ORANGE / BLUE

25M | RED / LIME

21CL

21THL

21RL

Features our unique, super strong ring system that is tough and easy 
to clip into. This bare bones bag has a simple press stud opening. It 
packs small whilst still deploying an impressive 18M of strong floating 
line.

Unique, super strong ring system that is tough, lightweight and easy 
to clip. The comfy handle makes packing quick and easy. The 9.5mm 
rope is tested to EN1981. Essential kayaking safety equipment.

The Rescue Line designed for the emergency services, with our unique, 
super strong ring system. The Rescue Line features a bright red / lime 
colourway and a 9.5mm line tested in accordance with EN1981.
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RESCUE TAPE

 ·High visibility lime plastic handled river knife
 ·12 cm locking titanium coated, stainless steel serrated blade
 ·Flat tip on the blade which doubles as handy flat head screwdriver
 ·Cord attached for easy clipping into any pfd pocket

SUP LEASH

COWSTAIL

KARABINER

 ·High strength kayaking karabiner
 ·Wide gate opening with 6kN strength that fits over a paddle shaft
 ·Meets CE0120 standards
 ·Fits in our PFD karabiner pockets

 ·Elasticated and tough 20mm tubular webbing
 ·Stainless steel ring
 ·Load bearing bar tacked construction
 ·2.3m when fully stretched
 ·Leash link attached to PFD strap using ITW Fixlock buckle
 ·25mm quick release cam buckle

 ·Elasticated and tough 25mm tubular webbing
 ·Stainless steel ring
 ·Load bearing bar tacked construction
 ·70cm when fully stretched

RIVER KNIFE

A must have for any SUP paddler. Elasticed tubular webbing leash that 
can attach either to our Guide / Gear Belts or cleverly to the side straps 
of many Peak UK PFDs, with the use of the SUP Leash Link. 

Essential rescue / safety equipment. Tough tubular, elasticated web-
bing, load bearing bartacking and stainless steel ring make the Cow-
stail a vital addition to your safety kit.

ONE SIZE | LIME

ONE SIZE | BLACK

ONE SIZE | RED

 ·5m of super strong 20mm tubular webbing
 ·Bartacked karabiner loops at each end
 ·Fits neatly into our PFD pockets
 ·Great on the sea and river

21KK

21RT

21RK

21SL

21CT

Our Rescue Tape is extremely tough and simple to use. Super strong 
20mm tubular webbing, fits neatly into our PFD pockets. Karabiner 
loop at each end for increased versatility. 

Our kayaking karabiner is an crucial piece of whitewater safety equip-
ment. Wide gate opening to fit over most paddle shafts. Don’t go out 
without one!

5M | LIME

ONE SIZE | RED

Safety knife for river and whitewater canoeing and kayaking, featur-
ing a folding and locking serrated, titanium coated blade with a flat 
tip. Also features an essential bottle opener!

Our Guide Belt is great for coaches, guides and instructors who like 
to have their throwline close by. The Throwline attachment section 
features a quick release buckle, as does the belt itself. Comfortably 
padded for long days on the water. 

 ·Meets ISO 12402-6 standards
 ·Tough 38mm webbing
 ·ITW quick release buckle with easy pull yellow toggle
 ·Marine grade stainless steel under plate, for holding big loads
 ·Triglide slider allows for full length adjustment

GEAR BELT

iTOWHARNESS

 ·Tough 25mm webbing
 ·ITW quick release buckle with easy pull yellow toggle
 ·Underside square ring, for holding big loads
 ·Triglide adjuster allows for full length adjustment
 ·Dual Sea Dog plastic boat clips 
 ·Size range 50-65cm

 ·600d polyester / nylon ripstop belt
 ·Environmentally friendly Gaia foam padding 
 ·Quick draining rubber mesh base pocket 
 ·Metal non-slip zip slider
 ·Internal D ring for securing essential river gear
 ·Quick release throwline section.
 ·Quick release belt toggle 
 ·Size range 30-44” / 76-116cm

 ·600d polyester / nylon ripstop belt
 ·Environmentally friendly Gaia foam padding 
 ·Quick release throwline section
 ·Quick release belt toggle 
 ·Size range 30-50” / 76-126cm

GUIDE BELT
The Gear Belt is ideal for guides, coaches and all paddlers who want 
their Throwline close to hand. The Throwline attachment section fea-
tures a quick release buckle, as does the belt itself. There is also a 
handy zip storage pocket with fast draining mesh base.

ONE SIZE | BLACK / BLUE ONE SIZE | ORANGE / BLUE

21H 21IT

21GB 21GEB

Chest harness for our River Guide, River Wrap & Rescue Wrap PFDs. 
The neatest chest harness on the market, set desired webbing length in 
the cam buckle, accomdate any slack using the tri glide.  

The iTow is a close-contact towing device featuring our clean, adjusta-
ble length system. Twin Sea Dog clips attach to your deck lines, whilst 
the quick release buckle is there for an easy escape, if needed. 

ONE SIZE. FULLY ADJUSTABLE | LIME. BLUE. RED ONE SIZE | RED / LIME

youtube.com/peakuktvInstructional fitting video can be found at
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21PH

HOODY

 ·100% organic cotton hoody with Peak UK logo

Peak UK branded clothing, for those that want to look as legendary off 
the water as they do on it! 

S. M. L. XL | BLUE / ORANGE

BASEBALL CAP
21BBC

Stylish baseball cap with Peak UK logos. Perfect for keeping the sun 
out of your eyes on those summer days on the water, or for looking 
equally uber cool at the waters edge. 

SM. LXL | RED. ORANGE. BLUE

 ·Lightweight polyester spandex cap
 ·Stylish cap with cool Peak UK logos
 ·Velcro adjustment

TECWIK SNOODBEANIE
21SNO21BEAN

21CPLL

21BBNC

21TSH21BLAD

BLADDER TEE

BEAKER BLOCKER

LEG LOOPS

 ·Easy fill opening
 ·Easy drink bite valve
 ·Includes 1 x hose clip

 ·100% organic cotton t shirt with Peak UK logo

 ·Strong and reliable stainless steel metal bar
 ·Injection moulded rubber pads
 ·Threaded on a 25cm cord for attaching to helmets

 ·38mm webbing with triglide adjuster
 ·For a super secure fit for all sizes of user.

 ·100% polyester, super stretchy and warm 
 ·Reversible designs with Peak UK graphics 
 ·UV50 protection
 ·Warm when wet
 · SM:43cm LXL:47cm

 ·100% acrylic, super soft and warm 
 ·Reversible designs with Peak UK graphics

The Bladder is a 1.5L hydration option, perfect for our Explorer Zip, 
Ocean Wrap & Marathon Racer PFDs. Hose clip included.

Peak UK branded clothing, for those that want to look as legendary off 
the water as they do on it! 

The Beaker Blocker is an injection moulded rubber nose clip with cool 
AO logos. Strong and reliable - a must for freestyle and whitewater 
paddlers. Threaded onto a 25cm cord for attaching to your helmet.        

Adjustable leg loops for our Centre Pro Collar PFD. Can also replace the 
leg loops on earlier versions of the Rescue Wrap PFD.

98% polyester, 2% spandex, reversible snood. Multiple purpose gar-
ment: face covering, neck scarf, hat and much more. Custom print 
available. 

100% acrylic, reversible beanie. Super warm and comfy, a must have 
for both on or off the water. 

1.5L | CLEAR / BLUE S. M. L. XL | BLUE / ORANGE

ONE SIZE | RED / BLUE. BLUE / ORANGE

ONE SIZE | RED

SM. LXL | BLACK.  REDSM. LXL | RED. ORANGE. BLUE

Sal Montgomery. UK. Image: Stu Watson
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Mens GB Raft Team. Lee Valley. UK. Image: Phil Hutchinson

UNO

 ·CE approved
 ·Offers excellent head and ear protection
 ·Tough Ralvek® thermoplastic shell
 ·High impact EVA foam inner with custom fit pads and rear adjustable cradle       
 ·One size (54-62cm)    

FREERIDE FR7W

LEE

CENTRE

 ·CE approved
 ·Offers excellent head protection
 ·Tough Ralvek® thermoplastic shell
 ·High impact EVA foam inner with rear adjustable cradle and removable pad kit
 ·Sizes marked clearly on the back of each helmet for speedy client handing out
 ·XS (51-57cm)  SM (53-59cm)  LXL (57-63cm)

 ·CE approved
 ·Great looking low profile shape, whilst providing optimal protection to the key areas
 ·Constructed from high impact Ralvek® thermoplastic for a stiffer, safer shell
 ·Detachable ear covers
 ·High impact EVA foam inner with custom fit pads and rear adjustable cradle
 ·SM (52-58cm). LXL (54-60cm)

 ·CE approved
 ·Great looking low profile shape, with baseball cap style bill 
 ·Constructed from high impact Ralvek® thermoplastic for a stiffer, safer shell
 ·High impact EVA foam inner with custom fit pads and rear adjustable cradle
 ·SM (52-58cm). LXL (54-60cm)

FULL CUT

Tough, stylish and comfortable whitewater and freestyle kayak hel-
met. Low profile shape with an inner cradle features an easy to use 
size adjuster wheel, for that perfect fit. 

Tough, stylish and comfortable whitewater and freestyle kayak hel-
met. Low profile shape with baseball cap style bill, with an inner cra-
dle features an easy to use size adjuster wheel, for that perfect fit. 

ONE SIZE | WHITE. RED. YELLOW

SM. LXL | WHITE. BLACK

SM. LXL | WHITE. BLACK

 ·CE / ICF approved low profile shell design
 ·Constructed from high impact Ralvek® thermoplastic for a stiffer, safer shell
 ·Top grade closed cell EVA foam liner
 ·Detachable fit pads give you a super comfortable custom fit without absorbing moisture
 ·The perfect choice for all competition paddlers
 ·One size (54-60cm)

21PUNO 21PCH 21PFC

21PFR

21PLEE

The ideal canoe slalom and competition helmet. CE / ICF approved, 
low profile fit with high impact shell and top grade closed cell foam 
liner. As worn by top canoe / kayak athletes.

The perfect water sports helmet for kayaking and canoeing group and 
centre use. CE approved and available in 3 different sizes. Also great 
for beginners and schools.

ONE SIZE | WHITE. BLACK XS. SM. LXL | WHITE

The Full Cut gives total head and ear protection. One size with easy to 
adjust inner cradle. Great for rafting, group river use and emergency 
services.
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ST2020 SHORT

UNIQUELY PEAK UK

CUSTOM PRINT

BESPOKE PRINT

We’ve been specialising in custom printed paddling gear for a decade, leading the way in truly unique paddling equipment - not only for Olympic 
and high performance teams and athletes, but also for outdoors centres, paddle clubs, activity providers and individuals. Using sublimation print 
technology we print directly into our specially developed, high performance, waterproof fabrics. Delivering pin-perfect, high quality finished 
garments; our unique printing facility helps us stand out from the crowd, just like you could.  

For your own custom printed equipment, simply choose an item from our custom collection, then select your fabric and trim colour from a palette 
of 10 options. That’s a possible 90 different  variations! You’ll be able to see a visual of your chosen garment and colour choices on our new online 
custom kit creator. 

If you’d like a bespoke design of your own, the whole process is very simple, again just choose a garment from our custom collection, let us know 
your design brief (remember the sky’s the limit), we’ll then design, print and manufacture your one-off, unique item in our Darley Dale premises. 
Your imagination is the only limitation with our bespoke print service. 

For instance, do you love Unicorns? (Who doesn’t?!) How about Unicorns and rainbows? No problem, we’ll make that a reality, creating your artwork 
to your exact requirements. We use vector based graphics, so that all elements of the design are fully editable, and also deliver a crisp finished print.  

ST2020 SHORT SEMI ST LONG SEMI ST SHORT

STS

EXTRAS

JACKETS

CUSTOM

RACER LONG / SHORT SINGLE SEMI LONG / SHORT DOUBLE

EVENT BIB POLO RASHY PRINT TECWIK SNOOD

PFDS

RACER LONG / SHORT DELUXE

TOPDECKS

»

RACER CUSTOM POLO CUSTOM

SEMI LONG / SHORTSPEEDSKIN LONG / SHORT

» »

»
»

LADIES SIZES
PEAK ECO 

CUSTOM COLOUR PALLETE

Baillie / Stott. Olympic Champs. Bratislava 2011. Claire O’hara. Multiple World Champ. HPP 2014. Joe Morley. 2 x Sickline Champ. 

1
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Ross Montgomery. Viking Polo. Image: Pete Astles

 ·Articulated cut
 ·Fully taped seams
 ·Breathable and durable, lightweight X2.5 recycled ripstop polyester with 10m waterproofing
 ·2.5mm neoprene neck
 ·Low profile latex wrist cones (long)
 ·2.5mm neo arm bands (short)
 ·2.5mm neoprene waist seal

RACER LS / SS JACKET

POLO CUSTOM

 ·ISO 12402-5 approved and ICF registered
 ·Ultra low profile Olympic cut
 ·45-60N of Gaia environmentally friendly soft flotation foam
 ·Durable polyester shell
 ·Figure hugging shoulder adjusters
 ·Integrated side straps

RACER CUSTOM

 ·ISO 12402-5 approved
 ·High performance cut
 ·50-70N of Gaia environmentally friendly soft flotation foam
 ·Durable polyester shell
 ·Figure hugging shoulder adjusters
 ·Impact resistant foam sides with adjustable securing straps

 ·Articulated cut
 ·Fully taped seams
 ·Breathable and durable mid weight X3 recycled ripstop polyester with 20m waterproofing
 ·Superstretch neoprene outer neck cone with elasticated tension strap
 ·Latex inner wrists with superstretch neoprene cone outers (long)
 ·Latex inner arms with Aquaout outer seals (short)
 ·Aquaout outer waist seal with elastic bound inner

SEMI LS / SS DOUBLE
Competition jacket with a balanced cut, to allow for extra base layers, 
while still delivering a high performance fit. Latex wrists and neo seals 
offer great, low profile protection whilst on the water. Simple, single 
neoprene waist seal offers versatility for any chosen paddlesport.

Ideal for clubs, professionals and paddlers looking for a unique look. 
The perfect intermediate whitewater jackets. The Semi Long will look 
after you in the colder months and the Semi Short is the perfect warm 
weather whitewater jacket, whether freestyling or river running. 

XS. S. M. L. XL | CUSTOM PALETTE.  BESPOKE XS. S. M. L. XL | CUSTOM PALETTE. BESPOKE

21RC 21PVC

This PFD has won countless Olympic, World and European medals, in 
numerous disciplines. Great for canoe slalom, freestyle, downriver 
racing and much more.

Enjoyed by many of the world’s top national and domestic canoe polo 
teams, the Polo Custom PFD is the gold standard in the Polo PFD mar-
ket. Superb protection with ultimate freedom of movement.

XS. SM. LXL. XXL | CUSTOM PALETTE. BESPOKE XS. SM. LXL. XXL | CUSTOM PALETTE.  BESPOKE

21RLSSJ 21RSSSJ 21SLDJ 21SSDJ

WHITE

SKY BLUE

RED

ROYAL 
BLUE

PETROL

PINK

GREY

BLACK

YELLOW

NAVY

ORANGE

PURPLE

GREEN

2
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RACER LS / SS

DECKS: WR. K1. C1. SM. KEY. BIG. HUGE | SIZES: XS. S. M. L. XL | CUSTOM PALETTE. BESPOKE

DECKS: WR. K1. C1 | SIZES: K8. 10. 12. XS. S. M. L. XL | CUSTOM PALETTE. BESPOKE

 ·Articulated and figure hugging cut
 ·Stretchy, breathable and durable SS3 custom polyester fabric with 20m waterproofing
 ·Flatlocked and fully taped seams
 ·Wicking lining so can be worn next to the skin
 ·2.5mm neoprene neck
 ·Low profile latex wrist cones (long)
 ·2.5mm neo arms (short)
 ·Attached to our Standard Deck

21RLSTDC
21RSSTDC

21SSSSTDC
21SSLSTDC

SEMI LONG / SHORT

SPEEDSKIN LS / SS

 ·Articulated cut
 ·Fully taped seams
 ·Breathable and durable, lightweight X2.5 recycled ripstop polyester with 10m waterproofing
 ·2.5mm neoprene neck and waist seal
 ·Low profile latex wrist cones (long)
 ·2.5mm neo arms (short)
 ·Attached to our Standard Deck
 ·K sizes attached to our Kidz Deck

 ·Articulated cut with bent elbows
 ·Fully taped seams
 ·Breathable and durable midweight X3 ripstop polyester with 20m waterproofing
 ·Superstretch neoprene neck cone with elasticated tension strap, latex inner
 ·Latex inner wrists with superstretch neoprene cone outers 
 ·Attached to our Whitewater Deck

 ·Articulated cut
 ·Fully taped seams
 ·Breathable and durable midweight X3 ripstop polyester with 20m waterproofing
 ·Superstretch neoprene neck cone with elasticated tension strap
 ·Latex inner wrists with superstretch neoprene cone outers (long)
 ·Latex inner arms with Aquaout outer seals (short)
 ·Semi Long is attached to our Standard Deck. Semi Short is attached to our Whitewater Deck 

DELUXE
The perfect intermediate whitewater topdecks. The Semi Short is the 
perfect warm weather whitewater jacket, whether freestyle or river 
running. The Semi Long will look after you in the colder months, huge-
ly popular with canoe slalom athletes. 

Our driest topdeck for whitewater, freestyle, surf and more. Double 
latex & neoprene wrists and neck offer the best protection possible. 
As chosen by top freestyle paddlers the World over, for it’s unrivalled 
construction and performance fit. 

DECKS: SM. KEY. BIG. HUGE | SIZES: XS. S. M. L. XL | CUSTOM PALETTE. BESPOKE

Classic, hugely versatile competition and training topdeck. Available 
in kids sizes, with opening neck seal and with full custom print. Latex 
wrists and a neo neck band offer great protection whilst on the water.

The ultimate competition topdeck with our super waterproof, highly 
breathable and stretchy Speedskin fabric. As worn by multiple Olym-
pic, World and European Champions.

DECKS: WR. K1. C1 | SIZES: XS. S. M. L. XL | CUSTOM PALETTE. BESPOKE

21DTDC

21SLTDC
21SSTDC

Corran Addison. Image: Soul Waterman
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Adam Burgess. River Derwent. UK. Image: Paul Ramsdale

The Racer ST2020 is the most advanced piece of canoeing apparel on the planet, and represents the latest step in the line of our groundbreaking 
ST range. Faster, cleaner & more secure. The Racer ST 2020 is another game changer for the world of Canoe Slalom, it takes racing PFD innovation 
and performance to the next level. Improving upon the already successful Racer ST, which won gold and silver at the 2016 Olympic Games, has 
seen 3 years of fabric innovation, development and testing.

ICF registered ISO approved

Secured with a crotch strap, the Racer ST 2020 is safe 
and will not ride up the body in the event of a swim.

Front buoyancy foam has been removed & repositioned 
in the spraydeck. Leaving 20mm body foam in the back 
of the garment. 

Long term fabric innovation, has enabled us to remove 
all the webbing straps from the body of the garment.

A zip on the spraydeck foam pouch, for those travelling 
overseas eases the volume of kit being packed and 
transported. 

RACER ST2020

TOKYO 2020NE READY

The SC0, accommodates C1 models that use smaller than stand-
ard K1 cockpits. Such as Vajda: Demon 3, Lady Hype & One.  

K1 deck with increased body tube length, for paddlers using C1 
models with standard K1 cockpits. Such as all Vajda MM designs.

Available in five mens sizes: XS. S. M. L. XL and three ladies sizes: 
L10. L12. L14. Ladies cut has a tapered midriff section. 
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21RST2020LS 21RST2020SS

21BIBC

 ·Articulated cut
 ·Flatlocked seams
 ·Wicking, thermal and quick drying polyester lycra
 ·Super cool logos
 ·UV50 protection
 ·Warm when wet

 ·100% polyester, super stretchy and warm 
 ·Reversible custom designs 
 ·UV50 protection
 ·Warm when wet
 ·12 pieces, minimum order quantity
 · SM:43cm LXL:47cm

RASHY PRINT TECWIK SNOOD

 ·Quick drying polyester 
 ·Flatlocked seams
 ·Elasticated bound waist 
 ·12 pieces, minimum order quantity 

EVENT BIB

 ·High performance skin tight cut
 ·Flatlocked and fully taped seams
 ·SS3 four way stretch, breathable polyester and spandex fabric with 20m waterproofing
 ·Wicking backer so can be worn next to the skin
 ·Elastic bound arm pits
 ·Attached to our Standard Deck

POLO DECK
DECKS: K1. C1. SM. KEY. BIG | SIZES:  XS. S. M. L. XL | CUSTOM PALETTE. BESPOKE ONE SIZE | BESPOKE

XS. S. M. L. XL | GREY / BESPOKE SM. LXL | BESPOKE

Using our SS3 fabric, the Polo Deck is a high performance, lightweight 
vest / deck combination specifically aimed at canoe polo athletes, but 
is also great for warm weather training for any discpline. 

Full colour, custom printed Event Bib, perfect for clubs, events, compe-
titions and businesses alike. Sublimation printed, with a great, long 
lasting bright finish. 

Warm, comfortable and UV50 protective, the Tecwik Rashy is the per-
fect rashy for warmer weather paddling. Whats more the white version 
can be custom printed, great for paddlesport business and clubs. 

92% polyester, 8% spandex, reversible snood. Multiple purpose gar-
ment: face covering, neck scarf, hat and much more. Custom print 
offers a great branding opportunity. 

21PDC

21CUSTVSP 21SN

 ·ISO 12402-5 / 6 approved and ICF registered
 ·Articulated cut with bent elbows
 ·Breathable and durable midweight X3 recycled ripstop polyester with 20m waterproofing
 ·Superstretch neoprene neck cone with elasticated tension strap
 ·Latex inner wrists with superstretch neoprene cone outers
 ·Gaia environmentally friendly super soft flotation foam
 ·Only 20mm thickness on the body
 ·Load bearing and secure webbing body harness
 ·Figure hugging shoulder and side adjusters
 ·Tough faced 4mm neoprene spraydeck with added flotation foam
 ·Grippy latex underside print on SM, KEY and BIG deck sizes

SEMI ST LONG
DECKS: K1. C1. CO. MM. SM. KEY. BIG | SIZES:  XS. S. M. L. XL | CUSTOM PALETTE. BESPOKE

21SSTLS

The same ST style performance, but with tougher fabrics and more ad-
vanced seals. Perfect for winter slalom and freestyle training, double 
wrist seals and a superstrecth neo neck cone. 

 ·ISO 12402-5 / 6 approved 
 ·Articulated cut
 ·Breathable and durable midweight X3 recycled ripstop polyester with 20m waterproofing
 ·Superstretch neoprene neck cone with elasticated tension strap
 ·Latex inner arms with Aquaout outer seals 
 ·Gaia environmentally friendly super soft flotation foam
 ·Only 20mm thickness on the body
 ·Load bearing and secure webbing body harness
 ·Figure hugging shoulder and side adjusters
 ·Tough faced 4mm neoprene spraydeck with added flotation foam
 ·Grippy latex underside print on SM, KEY and BIG deck sizes

SEMI ST SHORT
DECKS: SM. KEY. BIG | SIZES:  XS. S. M. L. XL | CUSTOM PALETTE. BESPOKE

21SSTSS

The same ST style performance, but with tougher fabrics and more 
advanced seals. Perfect for warm weather freestyle training and com-
petitions. Features latex arm seals and a superstrecth neo neck cone. 

 ·ISO 12402-5 / 6 approved and ICF registered
 ·Articulated cut
 ·Revolutionary 3 in 1 advanced slalom racing jacket, pfd and spray deck combination
 ·SS4 four way stretch polyester spandex fabric with 20m waterproofing and 20m breathability
 ·Gaia environmentally friendly flotation foam
 ·CFC free, water repellant finish
 ·No front foam. 20mm back foam
 ·No body straps and secure crotch strap
 ·4mm neoprene spraydeck with buoyancy foam insert
 ·2.5mm neoprene neck and arms seal
 ·EU registered and patented design

ST2020 SHORT

 ·ISO 12402-5 / 6 approved and ICF registered
 ·Articulated cut with bent elbows
 ·Revolutionary 3 in 1 advanced slalom racing jacket, pfd and spray deck combination
 ·SS4 four way stretch polyester spandex fabric with 20m waterproofing and 20m breathability
 ·Gaia environmentally friendly flotation foam
 ·CFC free, water repellant finish
 ·No front foam. 20mm back foam
 ·No body straps and secure crotch strap
 ·4mm neoprene spraydeck with buoyancy foam insert
 ·Low profile latex wrists and 2.5mm neoprene neck seal
 ·EU registered and patented design

ST2020 LONG
DECKS: K1. C1. CO. MM | SIZES:  L10. L12. L14. XS. S. M. L. XL | CUSTOM PALETTE. BESPOKE DECKS: K1. C1. CO. MM | SIZES:  L10. L12. L14. XS. S. M. L. XL | CUSTOM PALETTE. BESPOKE

The new benchmark in high performance racing gear, the ST2020 
changes the game again, with no front body foam or body straps. 
With a skin tight fit, the racing lines will be cut like never before. 

The new benchmark in high performance racing gear, the ST2020 
changes the game again, with no front body foam or body straps. 
With a skin tight fit, the racing lines will be cut like never before. 

1
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Peak UK HQ. Darley Dale. UK. 

Outerwear Care:
Store your equipment in a dry, dark, and cool place, away from any bright light, strong fumes, dampness or heat. An ideal storage temperature is 
10-20 degrees C. Make sure your equipment is fully dried inside and out before storing away. If you leave any wet garments in your kit bag for a 
few days they will go mouldy and lose their performance. If your garment begins to stink, wash it with Grangers Performance Wash and hang to 
drip dry. High areas of wear and tear such as the arm pits or your boat carrying shoulder may need some running repairs. Treat such areas with 
Aquasure Seamgrip adhesive. From time to time reproof the garment’s outer fabric with Grangers Xtreme Repel. Seamgrip and Grangers products 
are available from our online shop: www.peakuk.com

Latex / Neoprene Seals:
To keep the seals in good shape, make sure you do not pull your garment on or off against them. Stretch each seal open when fitting and removing. 
If you drag the seals on and off they will fail and the seam taping may pop off. Latex seals are designed to be cut to fit. If they are too tight, cut 
them down carefully and evenly with small sharp scissors, taking care not to leave any nicks. Cut off a small amount at a time, remembering that 
the seals will stretch a little with use.

Warranty:
Under normal use, Peak UK products are guaranteed for one year from the date of purchase against faults in manufacture and materials. Your 
receipt is your guarantee. Make sure you ask for a receipt at the point of sale and keep it safe.  Peak UK gear is designed and tested for performance 
canoeing and kayaking only. Using it for other activities unless clearly stated is at your own risk and terminates the products warranty and Peak UK’s 
liability. Although Peak UK garments are made from top quality materials, using the best construction techniques available, they are not covered 
against excessive wear and tear, misuse, and over use. As a guide, a paddler who uses the garment two to three hours per week and looks after it 
well will get at least a years good use out of it. A professional, using it day in day out will need to replace the garment more often. 

Peak UK garments will not keep users 100% dry. Some water may enter via the garment’s seals and openings. Condensation can build up inside even 
though the garment is breathable. Breathability will reduce condensation, not eliminate it, especially in damp and humid conditions. 

Due to the fragile nature of the materials used, dry zips, latex seals, neoprene seals and fabric socks are not covered by this warranty. They can be 
replaced for a reasonable fee. Please do not modify your equipment. This will invalidate the item’s warranty. 

In the unlikely event of any problems, please return the item to the point of purchase with a copy of your receipt and a completed service form 
detailing the problem you are experiencing. The service form is available on the Peak UK website. www.peakuk.com

Buoyancy Aid Level 50. ISO 12402-5
This level is intended for use by those who are competent swimmers and who are near to bank or shore, or who have help and a means of rescue 
close at hand. These garments have minimum bulk, but they are of limited use in disturbed water, and cannot by expected to keep the user safe for 
a long period of time. They do not have sufficient buoyancy to protect people who are unable to help themselves. They require active participation 
by the user.

Service: This PFD requires no servicing. Maintenance: Your PFD should be replaced immediately if it shows signs of excessive wear or damage. Before 
and after every use visually check your PFD. Look for holes and rips. Excessive fading of fabric. Damage of webbing, buckles and zips. 
If any problems are found replace your pfd immediately. If you are unsure please contact: service@peakuk.com

Uplift: Annually test the uplift of your PFD. A crude test is to float a steel weight in water at room temperature. It is important to use steel, not lead, 
as the weight’s density will seriously effect the test result. If your PFD’s required uplift is 50N, then a 5kg weight should be a good test. For a 70N 
device, a 7kg weight will work. This is a pretty crude test though. For accurate testing of uplift we suggest that you set yourself up a test rig. See the 
following step by step guide.

Lifespan: The lifespan of your PFD depends upon its care and use. We estimate that it will last for up to 500 hours use if cared for properly. That’s 
around 3 - 4 years if it is used for three hours a week. If you use it for an hour a week, you may get ten years use from it. If you use it for 10 hours a 
week, you may need to replace it after a year. Shelf Life: For commercial use, we recommend that your PFD is replaced at the latest, ten years after 
it’s date of manufacture. The date of manufacture is printed inside the PFD.

Washing: Rinse in freshwater after use. Hang to drip dry in the shade, away from heat and fumes. Rinsing in disinfectant may reduce the lifespan 
of your pfd. Contamination: Use in contaminated water may reduce the lifespan of your pfd. Storage: Store dry, away from direct sunlight and heat.

Wearing: Only use a pfd that fits correctly. For usage, all buckles should be firmly locked and the device should fit close to your body, without limiting 
mobility too much. Firstly try the pfd on land and then on a calm stretch of water. Never go out onto the water alone and always wear your pfd. Full 
performance of this device may not be achieved if the user wears non suitable clothing and footwear. Wetsuits, shorts, dry tops, dry pants and one 
piece suits are great. If you use this pfd with a drysuit, make sure you remove as much air as possible from inside the suit before use. This air will 
effect the PFD’s performance and your ability to swim.

Water and Weather Conditions: Do not venture out in conditions beyond your skill and experience level. Take instruction or train yourself in the use of 
this device. Teach your child to float in this pfd. Do not use as a cushion! For those who can swim and are close to help! Trapped air and carried loads 
will impair the performance of this pfd. Full performance may not be achieved using waterproof clothing or in any other circumstances.

Canoeing, kayaking and other watersports are high risk activities. Peak UK items do not guarantee rescue or survival. 
Users need the appropriate skill and training before heading out on the water. Peak UK one piece suits, jackets and 
pants are not survival or submersion garments. They are high performance items of paddling apparel. Information 
in the following section is offered as advice as methods to check, test, evulate and prolong garment lifespans.  

ADVICE PFD N Uplift Test:
To undertake a simple N uplift test, you will require a few items: a hanging scale (such as luggage scales),a 10kg steel weight, a body of water large 
/ deep enough to submerge a complete PFD (a large barrel or pool), a length of rope / cord and karabiners for ease of attaching. 

Method:
 · 1. Weigh and record the reading of the 10kg weight in water
 · 2. Weigh the weight with the PFD attached
 · 3. Subtract the reading from step 2 from the reading in step 1
 · 4. Multiple the findings by 9.8 to convert from kg force to Newton force

NB. Make sure the weight / weight and PFD are not touching the sides or 
bottom of the barrel, this may alter the results. 

You can find an instructional video on our youtube channel. 
         youtube.com/peakuktv

Step 1 Step 2

One Piece Suit Fitting / Dry Zip Care:
When fitting and removing ensure to stand on soft ground, a towel or mat. Always use with paddling shoes, wearing wicking under socks will help 
reduce moisture build up inside. When closing the zip make sure to pull it straight and parallel. Do not force, as zips can break easily, ask someone 
for help if needed. Always fully dock the zip and keep it lubricated, this will help with opening, closing and it’s performance. Make sure not to trap 
any clothing, the zip flap or other small debris in the teeth as this will cause leaking and damage. Lubricate your dry zip immediately after purchase. 
Visually inspect your suit and pant zips from time to time for any dirt or grit in the teeth as this will affect the seal. Clean using a soft brush and fresh 
water, then re-lube it before use with YKK Zip Tech lube. Dry One Piece Suits both inside & out before storage, make sure the zip is fully closed when 
in storage. Check out our helpful One Piece Suit and Dry Zip care videos on our youtube channel          youtube.com/peakuktv
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OUTERWEAR
SIZE >4 >6 >8 >10 >12 XXS L10 XS L12 S L14 M L XL XXL

CHEST CM (a) 55-65 65-75 70-80 75-85 80-90 80-90 82-92 85-95 87-97 90-100 92-102 95-105 100-115 110-125 115-130

CHEST INCH (a) 23-27 25-29 27-31 29-33 31-35 31-35 32-36 33-37 34-38 35-39 36-40 37-41 39-45 43-49 43-51

WAIST CM (b) 40-50 45-55 50-60 55-65 60-70 60-70 62-72 65-75 67-77 70-80 72-82 75-85 80-90 85-95 90-100

WAIST INCH (b) 16-20 18-22 20-24 22-26 24-28 24-28 25-29 26-30 27-31 28-32 29-33 30-34 32-36 34-38 36-40

INSIDE LEG CM (d) 40-50 45-55 50-60 55-65 60-70 60-70 65-75 65-75 70-80 70-80 75-85 75-85 80-90 85-95 85-95

INSIDE LEG INCH (d) 16-20 18-22 20-24 22-26 24-28 24-28 26-30 26-30 28-32 28-32 30-34 30-34 32-36 34-38 34-38

HIP CM (c) HIP CM (c) 89-99 94-104 99-109

HIP CM (c) HIP IN (c) 35-39 37-41 39-43

Specification & Sizing:
Peak UK reserve the right to change product specifications, colours and sizing without prior notice. Sizing may change from garment to garment and 
batch to batch. Our written size guide is for use as a guide only. We suggest customers try garments before they buy to guarantee fit.

For non-ladies specific items, sizing works as follows: Outerwear: XXS=8. XS=10. S=12. M=14. L=16. XL=18. XXL=20. | PFDs: XS=8. SM=10/12. LXL=14/16. XXL=18  

PFD N uplift varies from model to model. Kidz Zip approximate ages: Sproglet: 18 months - 3 years. Sprog: 3 - 8 years   
Ladies size PFDs have specific chest foam layouts. See PFD pages for more details.

SIZE SPROGLET SPROG XS SM L10/12 LXL L14/16 XXL

WEIGHT KG 12-25 20-40 30-50 45-70 45-70 65-90 65-90 85-110

CHEST CM (a) 50-60 55-65 70-100 80-110 80-110 90-120 90-120 100-130

CHEST INCH (a) 20-24 22-26 28-39 31-43 31-43 35-47 35-47 39-51

UPLIFT > N (b) 40 50 45 55 55 55 65 70

PFDS 

SIZE XS SM LXL

LENGTH CM (a) 43-45 45-47 47-49

LENGTH CM (b) 35-37 37-39 39-41

CIRC CM (c) 47-49 50-52 53-55

HEADCASE

Side

a b

c

SIZE XS / KIDZ S ML XL

WAIST CM 55-65 65-75 75-85 85-95

WAIST INCH 22-26 26-30 30-34 34-38

SIZE UK 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

SIZE US 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

SIZE EU 34 35 36 37/38 39 40 41/42 43 44 45 46

SPRAYDECK WAISTS

FOOTWEAR

SIZE ONE SIZE XS SM LXL

CIRC CM (a) 54-62 51-57 52-59 54-63

HELMETS

SPRAYDECK SIZES

SIZE XS SM LXL XXL

LENGTH CM (a) 16-18 17-19 18-20 19-21

CIRC CM (b) 18-20 19-21 20-22 21-23

HANDS

SIZE MINI K1 (MM) C0 C1 WR COMP SMALL KEYHOLE BIGDECK HUGE

LENGTH CM (a) 62-70 71-79 66-74 60-68 59-67 80-88 82-88 86-92 89-95 94-100

WIDTH CM (b) 34-40 39-45 39-45 50-56 38-44 42-48 47-51 51-55 51-55 53-57

b

a

ba

a

Pringle.Sort Freestyle Worlds. Spain. Image: Bence Vekassy

SIZE GUIDE

Rinse in fresh water 
after use.

Fabric Content:
90% Nylon. 10% Neoprene

Made in China

d

b
c

Sewn Hole

a

b
ab
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PEAK UK KAYAKING CO LTD
PQK HQ. OLD ROAD

DARLEY DALE
DERBYSHIRE
DE4 2ER. UK

Proud partners of

t: +44 1629 732611 | e: info@peakuk.com |        @peakuk         @peakukkayaking


